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ABSTRACT

This study is an exploration of sel-ected career experiences of

teachers trained in the Philippines and Iiving in Manitoba. Work

experiences were considered in relation to original career expectations at

inmigration, to the re-certification required of Filipino teachers, and to

their subsequent career paths.

Both the questionnaire, designed to survey the entire population of

Filipino teachers in Manitoba, and an in-depth interview' designed to

delve deeper into issues arising in the questionnaire, were utilized to

collect career related data on these teachers.

The findings of this study suggest that a degree of narginal-ization

has been experienced by this particular group of teachers. They hat'e

often nade sacrifices in order to pursue a teaching career; conpl-eting

lengthy re-training requirenents, taking jobs not commensurate with

qualifications, and living away from desired location and apart from

spouses and children for extended periods of tine.

Recommendations incl-ude the need for nore governnent responsibility

in the form of funding in resettling innigrant professionals, a closer

exanination on behalf of Education Manitoba and Faculties of Education

into overseas "oi"=" equivalency, and an exanination of the hiring and

promotion practices of Manitoba School Divisions.
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CHAPTER ONE

II{TRODUCTION

Despite the fact thaL Canadian immigration figures have fluctuated

considerably over the past decadel, a constanL 4 to 5 per cent of

imnigrants to Canada each yea.r settle initially in Manitoba

(Canada, 1986). Anong those people who cone to Manitoba are a significant

nunber (See Appendix 24.1 and 2A,2) of trained and certified teachers, the

najority of whom say that Winnipeg is their destination. The purpose of

this study is to exanine the experiences of a selected group of these

imnigrant teachers -- those living in Manitoba after having trained in the

Philippines -- in resuning their teaching careers in this province. The

career experiences of these teachers are of particuJ.ar interest when

viewed in light of issues of innigration policy and practice, enploynent

equity, as welÌ as of nuLt,icultural- education.

While the rates of Canadian immigration in the last decade are

relatively low in comparison to earlier peaks of 200,000 in the mid 1960's

and 70's (See Appendix 1A), what is & sonewhat new phenomenon &re the

source countries of contemporary immigration (Tables 2.0 e 2.1). Whereas

imnigration had been predominately from European countries prior to the

Imnigration Act of 1967, 70 per cent of Canada's immigrants currently cone

from Asia and the Pacific, South and Central Anerica, Africa and the

Middle East (Canada, 1986). This shift has resulted in a greater racial

and cultural diversity than ever experienced in Canadian society

(DePass, 1988 & 1989).
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Inevitablyr this diversity has inpacted upon Lhe Canadian school

population and has brought with it increased pressure upon those involved

in public schooling to respond appropriately to this new reality. Along

with requests for additional second Jangltage classes ( in English and

French), heritage langaaÊe classes (Ianguages other than English or

French), and a resLructuring of curriculum to reflect the experiences of

imnigrant students, have come increasing demands that the diversity in the

student population be reflected by the teaching popul-ation. This push has

cone from conmunity groups appearing in front of Race Relations Task

Forces such as the one recently conmissioned by the Trustees of the

h'innipeg School Division #1 (Winnipeg School Division, 198g).

In its report the Task Force comnented:

Historically, ethnic and racial ninorities have been under-
represented in adninistration, teaching, and non-teaching
positions in the education systen. This is a fact particularly
in school comnunities where there is a significant ninority
population with few, if a¡ry ninority teachers (p.16).

They have also been articulated by provincial government bodies

such as the Manitoba Task Force on Multiculturalism (Manitoba' 1988),

which concluded:

We recommend that the Ma¡ritoba Governnent require that school
divisions, universities and comnunity colleges effect, a hiring
policy that refl-ects the wealth of talent a¡¡d experience
available to our society, as vrell- as the varied ethnocultural
conmunity which the educational institutions serve, by hiring
nore qualified adninistrativer teaching and support staff fron
ethnocultural comreunities with greeter frequency
(Appendix 82).

The federal government, although suggesting that the demands faLl

prinarily within provincial- jurisdiction, have nade sinil-ar

recommendations, in the report by the Special Parlianentary Comnittee on

Visible Minorities in Canadian Society (Canada, 1984):

-2-



Governments and school boards should introduce affirmatrve
action prograns to increase the number of visible minorities
in teaching and adninistrative positions.

The demand for increased hiring of immigrant visibÌe minority teachers

stems from three principal argunents (Young, 1990). The first is one of

enploSnnent equity or the need "to elininate discrininatory barriers to

provide in a meaningful way equitable opportunities in enployment"

(Abella, 1984:8). Such an argument is made explicitly in the Canadian

Multiculturalism Act, Bill C-93, where it states that Canadians of all

origins are enLitled to "full and equítab1e participation in aII aspects

of Canadian society" and nakes the connitment to: "ensure that Ca¡radians

of all origins have an equal opportunity to obtain enploynent and

advancenent in these institutions" (Canada, 1988a:4).

SecondJ-y, it may be argued that teachers from countries other than

Canada and those who speak languages other than English and French have

unique skills to offer Canadian schoo-l-s. As an immigrant teacher has

often learned several- Ianguages, he/she has the potential to teach those

languages as well- as to better understand and work with children learning

a second language. In addition, inmigrant teachers, having "experienced"

two cultures, may be less ethnocentric and nore aware of covert racism and

structural discrimination in such a way as to deal with such problens

effectively in the classroom. Often, innigrant teachers have aÌso studied

courses not generally taught in North American schools (such as economics

and phil"osophy) and, with.a differenL worl-d view are likely to have skills

compJ-ementary to a school social studies program.

A third argument is that teachers of varied ethnocultural

backgrounds provide inporbant roLe øodels both for those children fron
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simi Iar ethnocultural backgrounds and for all other children. As teachers

have a degree of influence over their students, the positive images they

portray of culturally and ethnically diverse Canadians is likely to have

a positive effect on all children.

Major American educational bodies, commissioning such recent

reports as the "Carnegie Report" (Carnegie, l-986) and the "Holnes Group

Report" (Hol"mes, 1986), have anticipated teacher shortages in the next

decade following a teacher-enployment situation sinilar to Canada's, that

is, fol-lowing a dozen years of teacher surplus. In addition' they suggest

that American school-s are faced with a declining pooJ- of minority

teachers, ì-ost in conpetition to other professions. This scenario may

also be mirrored in Canada as the ratio of available teachers to school

enrolment decreases (Canadian Teachers' Foundation, 1985) and talented

visible ninority students are encouraged to enter other university

faculties. School adninistrators in the United States are so concerned

that they are involved in pre-colJ-ege recruitment, offering special

educational programs to talented high school students, and such incentives

as scholarships, forgivable loans, and job guarantees for promising

ninority college students (Rodman, 1988). One U.S. projectionS of the

decreasing proportion of visibte ninority teachers suggests that by i-990

only 5 percent of the American teaching force will be members of visibl"e

minorities (down from L2,5 per cent in 1980) whereas ninority students

presentJ-y constitute 25 per cent of the national population with

estimated projections of up to 40 per cent by 20004 (Carnegie' 1986).

Most school districts or divisions in Canada, including those in

Manitoba, have yet to obtain data on the ethnic composition of their
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teachers (Harvey, 1988). Two leaders in this area, North York and Toronto

Boards of Education, have recently undertaken surveys to determine to what

extent their school personnel is reflective of their visible minority

students (North York Board of Education, 1985; Toronto Board of Education,

1987). Racial minorities were found to be under-represented in both

school divisions. There r{ere 28 per cent visible minority students in

relation to 8.5 per cent visible ninority teachers in Toronto, and North

York had 15.6 per cent students with 5.7 per cent teachers from visible

minority groups in 1987 and 1985 respectively5.

RATIONALE:

In light of these developments, this study seeks to examíne the

enploynent experiences of one group of innigrant teachers in Manitoba:

those whose initial training and experience were obtained in the

Philippines. The increased conmitment to racial and ethnic equality and

to multicultural ed.ucation6, coupled with predictions of an impending

teacher shortage in Canada, has made the experiences and opportunities

afforded such people of increased interestl. In several provinces across

Canada (eg. Ontario and British Col"umbia), special task forces (Cumnings,

1989, Fernando & Prasad, 1986; Abt, 1987) have been established to

identify the barriers to professional occupations that exist for people

trained outside of Canada. What is of interest in this study are the

experiences and concerns facing Filipino teachers in their career

developnent in the province of Manitoba.

According to the Iiterature, there are several factors found to

affect access to professions for foreign-trained Canadian inmigrants.
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Overseas-trained teachers mav face difficulties in receiving credit for

quaJification and training acquired outside Canada (McDade, 1988)8. In

addition, imrnigrant teachers may need additional language training to

remove barriers caused by insufficient English language proficiency.

Another barrier facing immigrant teachers may be discrimination, which can

strike employment-seeking immigrant teachers as a " doubl-e edged sword",

first, immigrant teachers may be visibly or racia.Jly different, and

secondly they are foreign-t,rained, Teachers who trained and acquíred work

experience in another country nay face systenic ( inpersonal or

institutional) tacisø in "systens designed for a homogeneous constituency"

(Abella, 1984:9), when the prerequisite for obtaining a teaching position

is a Canadian High School Diploma, a Canadian Bachelor of Education,

Canadian experience, or even specified narks on culturally biased IQ or

personality tests (Armour, 1984277).

Ipnigrants fron the Philippines began arriving in Manitoba foì-lowing

the introduction of the universally applied inmigration policies in the

1960's, with onJ-y a very few coning earlier via the United States (Aranas,

1983). Due to teacher shortages in the late 1960's, a handful of

Philippine teachers were recruited as independenú ínmigrants, along with

large numbers of textile workers (Buhudan , 1,972). However, the majority

of professional immigration took place after the decl-aration of martiaÌ

law in the Philippines in September, 7972, and nost Philippine innigrants

since have arrived as fanily c,Ia-ss or assisted refatives sponsored by

earlier arrivals (Canada,1986). Sone teachers have enigrated as "textil-e

workers" to re-enter teaching at a later daLe.
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PROBLEft{ STATB{ENT:

The purpose of this study is to examine the work-rel-ated experiences

and career paths of teachers certified in the Philippines who are

presently living in Manitoba, The study will- examine these experiences

within a context of:

(a) the application of Canadian inmigration poLicy;

(b) employnent equity; and

(c) multicultural education.

Specifically, t,he study will first develop a profile of the group of

Filipino teachers coning to Manitoba and then focus on úÌr¡ee stages of the

Career Developnenú of these teachers:

1. Filipino Teachers in Manitoba: Characteristics (personal and

professional-) prior to Immigration and'Inmigration Status

(immigration category, occupation of principal applicant'

dependents, etc. )

2. Career Development:

i. status of qualifications in Manitoba and retraining
requirements

ii. subsequent factors infl-uencing career decisions

iii. employment history.

BESEARCH DESIGN

The Pooulation of the Studv:

The population for this study is all- Philippine-trained teachers

currently living in Manitoba. Initial contact was nade through the

Manitoba Association of Filipino Teachers or "MAFTI"9. As of May, 1989'
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the membership of the association numbered 58. Seven of the menbers

received all their post-secondary education in Canada and were not

incl-uded in this study. The other 51 have Philippine teaching experience'

and all but one have had post-secondary teacher training in Phil-ippines.

At least 34 hold Manitoba teaching certificates. Approxinatel-y 50 per

cent are elenentary teachers and close to 70 per cent are female. The

secondary teachers specialize in a wide range of subjects including

Bnglish, French, mathematics, counselling, physics' biology, and home

economics. The teaching specialties of the menbership also include

paediatrics, fisheries, psychoì-ogy, statistics, sociol-ogy, and economics -

subjects generally taught at the coIJ-ege or university level ín Canadian

institutions but not in the first twelve years. Although a few of these

teachers were recruited by the Canadian governnent to fiII teaching

vacancies in the late l-960's, most came to Canada as Dependents or

Nominated applicants.

Methodology:

In an attempt to reach all Phil-ippine-trained teachers, the

researcher utilized MAFTI nembership and the snowball sampl-irrgll t..hnique

to make contact with others in the conmunity.

A closed questionnaire (See Appendix 34"1), designed to collect

denograf¡hic data and initial perceptions of factors affecting each

teacher's teaching career in Manitoba, was sent to the fifty-five subiects

before interviews were arranged. Each subjectts questionnaire was

categorized (according to date of arrival, whether ruraÌ or urban, and to

what extent they had integrated into the "mainstream" school/work

-8-



environment). The population to be interviewed was selected on the basis

of this categorization. A seni-structured interview (See Appendix 34.4)

consisting of open-ended questions, explored Career Developnenú in greater

det,ail and depth. These interviews F¿ere audio-taped with the

interviewee's permission. Six interviews were conducted in person and one

was done by telephone.

Definitions: For the purpose of this study, Filipino teachers was taken

to mean those people who trained and were certified to teach in

Philippines. Filipino Teachers in Manitoba are those above who currently

Iive in Manitoba and have been identified by Manitoba Association of

Filipino Teachers as Filipino teachers Jiving in Manit'oba,

Linitations: When referring to iønigrant teacher experience in Camada,

the study is limited to the experiences of only one group of imnigrant,

eachers - Filipino teachers currently Iiving in Manitoba' both MAFTI

members and others who can be identified as "Fil-ipino teachers living in

Manitoba". These people are not necessarily representative of an entire

group of "Filipino Teachers in Canada" or "Immigrant Teachers" in general-.

SIGI{IFICANCE OF STTJDY:

In addition, the conclusions made as to barriers to the teaching

profession in Manitoba, are based on Filipino teacherst experiences and on

the teacher's interpretation of those experiences based on the data

collected. This study does not include the viewpoint of school

administrators, and officials at Manitoba Education and University of

Manitoba were interviewed only to collect background inforrnation.

-9-



If multiculturalism and nulticultural education are to becone more

than "song and dance" programs which "give the appearance of change

without changing the status quo" (Bol-aria &. Li, i985), the unequaf

participation of certain groups aL al-1 l-evels of educational planning

(administration) and educational transmission (classroon teaching) should

be examined.

There are nany qualified and experienced immigrant teachers who are

menbers of visible minority groups currently seeking teaching positions in

Manitoba schools (Young, 1989). It is expected that there will be a wide

range of reasons why such teachers are not hired for teaching positions or

why they are nerginal-l-y enployed in para-professional positions.

Nevertheless, given the current North American trends towards a highly

honogeneous teaching popuLation responsible for such a heterogeneous

student popuLat,ion as well as the issues of nuLticuLtural-isn and

enplo¡ment equity, it is appropriate to examine factors influencing the

empl-oyment of visible minority imnigrant teachers. Data which gives

school boards and governnent agencies access to factors negatively

affectíng the career developnent of these teachers may have some

constructive appl-ication in the development of policies and programs to

renove unnecessary barriers.

-10-
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Annual inmigration has ranged from a peak of over 200'000 in 7974,
falling because of unemployment to 86'000 in 1978' rising again to
near 150,000 in 1989, reaching the 1980's low of 84,273 in 1985
before junping to close to 160,000 in 1988. The federal- governnent
is on record as being committed to future control-l-ed increases
(Canada Employment and Inmigration, 1987).

Tomorrow's Teachers: A Report of the Holmes Group (East Lansing,
Mich., Holnes Group, l-986); and A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the
21st Century (New York, Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Econony, 1986)

Rodnan, 1985 cited in National Education Association SEARCH

in "Black Teachers: A Drastically Scarce Resource" Phi DeIta Kappan
(April-, 1987 )

To neasure the effects of an enployment equity program, a school
board would consider the percentage of visible minority employees
on staff vs. the percentage of the same available in the work force
or "external availability", a facfor which plays an important rol-e
in the implementation of employment equity prograns affected by
federal regulations (those subject to the requirenents of the
Enployment Equity Act, 1986).

SeveraL task forces on equality of opportunity (enpl-oyment equity)
for visible minority groups as well- as on nulticultural education
have addressed this issue; eg. Equality Now! (report of the Federal
Governnent) ; Manitoba Task Force on Multicultura.Iism's report
(igBB); and the recent Task Force on Race Relations to the Board of
Winnipeg School Division #1 (1989).

The experiences and opportunities available to immigrant
professionals have been expJ-ored in depth in two recent Canadian
studies by Fernando & Prasad (1986) and DePass (1988 & 19Bg).

The accreditation and certification process is seen as slow and
problematic for imnigrant professionals in Manitoba (Manitoba,
1988:66) and posed a najor concern for 70 per cent of immigrant
professionals surveyed in British Colunbia (Fernando & Prasad,
1e86. )

Manitoba Association of Filipino Teachers Incorporated or MAFTI is
a" professional teacherst organization which plans and sponsors
professional devel-opment sessions, Ianguage training (Filipino and
English) as well as other cultural activities.

10. Snowball sampling is using known subiects to identify other
subj ects.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATTJRE

INTRODUCTION:

Before turning specificall-y to an analysis of the work experiences

of overseas-trained innigrant teachers, it is inportant to first consider

the influence of recent (Post l{orld l{ar II) innigration policy and

practice, and patterns of inmigrant work experience in Canada. In

addition, as this study focuses on inmigrant teachers who were trained in

the Philippines, the more recent inmigration trends from that country are

of specific interest. Second, a theoretical framework of the economic

effects of professional nigration/i¡nnigration both on the country of

origin (the sending country), and on the country of destination (the

receiving nation) inforns the study as to some of the dynanics involved in

the international migration of highLy-skilled labor. A review of current

literature on barriers to enploynenú experienced by imnigrant

professionals in Canada constitutes the finai- section of this chapter.

CANADiAN POSTWAR IMMIGRATION POLICY AND PRACTiCE

ÅN OVERVIEW: 1945-1989

Low rates of natural population increase, along with war-time

mortality resulted in an undersupply of young labor market entrants in the

imnediate postwar years, which created a primary impetus for the

expansionary immigration policy folJ-owing the Second World War. Canadian

imnigration policy was, after years of being highly restrictive' forced to

evolve rapidly (Canada Manpower and Inmigration, 7974). The Prime

I.

A"
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Minister of Canada in 1947, W. L. Mackenzie King, declared that

encouraging imnigration to absorptive capacity would serve to naxinize the

development of resources and national- production and therefore be in the

country's best interests.l In an attempt to systematically increase the

population of Canada, initial postwar legislation placed enphasis in two

are&s: accepting its international legal obligations to aid in the

resettlement of the nillions of displaced persons (refugees) in Europe,

and absorbing the sponsored rel-atives of Canadian residents.

1. Displaced Persons/ Refugees:

In 1946, arrangenents were made with the International Refugees

Organization to begin programs to transport sone of t,he millions of

displaced persons (tater classified as convention refugees under United

Nations protocol) in Europe to Canada. More than 120'000 displaced

persons (approxinately 25'000 a year) entered Canada by 1951.2 Because

the screening of these people was such a large task and few adequate

structures were yet in place, the room left for error and personal bias on

the part of the immigration teans in the displaced persons camps made the

process arbitrary at best, racist and rabidly anti-Communist at worst.S

Because of the high nunbers of immigrant applicants, security screening

with a st,rong[ emphasis on Coøpunjss as the øain criterion for sefection

rejection (Hawkins, L9?6) became the focus of the 1952 inmigration Act.4

2. FamiIy Reunification/Sponsorship Program:

Sponsored innigration accounted for 36 percent of all immigration

the two decades following the War (Hawkins, 1976). The Immigration Act

1931, which had permitted only wives, unøarried chil-dren under 78'

Ln

of

or
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fiancees of sen resident in Canada to join their fanilies in Canada,

underwent a series of anendments between 1946 and 1950. These changes

extended the sponsorship progrem to include a much wider range of family

than had previously been allowed the exist ing aÅæissible cLuss"s.s For

this preferred group, sponsorship was extended from including only the

wife and children (unmarried and under eíghteen years of age) to aIl first

degree relatives.6

EventualIy, as a result of the acute labor denand, immigration

policy and administration was relaxed to allow adnission to any European:

who satisfies the minister that he is a suitable innigrant
having regard to the climatic, the social, educational,
industrial, Iabor or other conditions of Canada, and that he
is not undesirable owing to his probable inability to becone
readily adapted and int,egrated into the life of the Canadia¡r
connunity... (Canada, Order of Council, 1950)

Restrictions on national origins began to ease n'ith the arrival of

agricultural workers from non-traditiona-l source areas such as Southern

Europe, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerl-andr and Austria. However, true

universal access was a long way off as revealed by overseas expenditures

on immigration offices.? The sponsorship progran for Asian and African

immigration remained highly restrictive. in 1951, a fimited quota system

for colony imnigrants fron India, Pakistan, and Ceylon was installed'

renaining in place until 1962 (Hawkins, 1972). Although Chinese had been

brought into Canada as labor prinaril-y to build t,he railroads in the

1880's, later Chinese imnigration had been almost entirely prohibited

until the repeal of the Chinese Imnigration Act in 1947. Imnigration fron

China became designated as "Asiatic" (and was vehenently discouraged by

then Prime Minister Mckenzie-King (Hawkins, !972) and allowabl-e

imnigration sponsorship extended on-ì-y to the wife and children under 18 of
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any Canadian citizen (not applicable to landed immigrants) abl-e to take

complete responsibility for his dependents. Legislation in 1950 extended

admissibil-ity to the Asian husbands and children up to twenty-one of

Canadian citizens but did not allow for the sponsorship of firsú degree

reLatives as was the privilege of the previously-mentioned preferred

c-Iasses at this tine.8

Because of the scope (over one-third of all imnigrants between

1945-1965) and nature of the sponsorship progran, it became evident by the

1960's that a large percentage of -the sponsored immigrants were the

unskill-ed relatives of earlier European arrivals. Such unskilled labor

did not always fit into the labor denand of the time and econonic,/Labor

force pl-anning strategy was most difficult to app]-y to this essentially

unseLected sponsored imnigration.

The investnent booø, created by a developing international demand

for raw materials, coupled wit,h the more open regulations of l-950 and the

large numbers of European applicants available to immigrate led to high

rates of imnigration in the 1950's. Inmigration accounted for 50 percent

of the labor force growth in the decade between 1950 and 1960 (Richmond,

1984:7). Agricultural workers needed to replace the nass exodus to the

cities for work in the manufacturing sector and those who had been doing

farn¡+ork as part of nilitary service were actively recruited until- the

late 1950's.

Howeverr the late 1950ts saw increasing unenployment and an end to

the economic boom of the early 1950's. i{hile increased autonation and

conputeri zation had begun to create employnent in highly technical

occupations, it had significantly heightened the nunbers of unenployed in

this transitional period referred to as the postindustrial- revol-ution
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(Richmond &, Zubrzyckí, 1984). The sponsorship of the large numbers of

unreÊ:ul-ated, unskilled immigrants became a concern as industrial

mechanization increased and the need for nanual labor decreased.

Unskil-Ied labor was seen as "eøpLo5røent, coøpet,ing" by government policy

makers whereas highly skilled and professional immigrants as well as

entrepreneurs with capital were seen as " emplo¡røent creating" and

consequently to be encouraged (Canada Department of Immigration, i959).

Because of the short supply of highly skilled immigration from the

traditional sources (Britain and Northwestern Europe), Canadian

imnigration policy took an unprecedented shift away from its enphasis on

ethnic origins towards an emphasis on the individual skill of an applicant

requesting Canadian immigration. What foLlowed was the attempt to match

immigration with occupational demand, a practice which led to the "tap-on,

tap-off' syndrome in immigration patterns in the five years between 1959-

1963 (Clodman, 1982). I{hile Canada received only those independent

seLected workerswhose occupations were in demand, sponsoring relatives of

new imrnigrants continued to hold the responsibility to settle these newly

arrived laborers.

While 1962 imnigration reguJ-ations had put an end to immigration on

racial grounds, some geographical- restrictions renained. The 1967 White

Paper led to new regulations removing the mention of race or national

origin from immigration policy and replaced this emphasis with one based

on a selection process which al-Iocates ¡mints for nine valued attributes9

ranging from occupationaL deøand to personai quaLities, At any given time

which occupations ¿ìre in denand will differ, but for an independent

applicant to be accepted as a landed immigrant, he/she must receive at

l-east one point (out of 1-0) in this "tt"go"y.l0 The purpose of the point
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systen Tdas to establish a steady policy to regal-ate tap-onu t'ap-off

practices (Clodman' 1982).

Three new basic adnission categories were utilized at this time:

Independent, Applicants, Sponsored Dependents (now called FaøiIy dfa.ss) and

Noøinated Eel-at,ives (essentially a conbination of the first two classes,

now ref erred to as .Assjsúed BeLat,ives),

Canadian governnent foreign operations were also intensified in non-

traditional areas such as Asia and The Caribbean (Hawkins, 1972), This

new selection system led to a better-educated, younger group of immigrants

arriving from entirely nel¡ source areas. (See the following section

Postwar Iønigration by year' category' and country of origin.)

While 1967 immigration policy was touted as beinÊ an expensionist one

which would abol-ish discriøination by the then Minister of Immigration'

Jean Marchand (Hawkins, 1972:It), it did in fact pointedly give preference

to highly-skiIled labor, and its prinary function was to linit and control-

the previously explosive growth of the largeJ-y unskilled sponsored

immigration (Hawkins, L972),

In response to world unrest in the Late 1960's and early 1970's,

Canada began to open its door to a new type of imnigrant - the refugee:

the American PoLiticaL Befug'ee opposed to the CoId War policies of the

Vietnanese War, the Vietnamese Boat, People, the Prague Spring refugees

fron Czechoslovakia, refugees from Anin's Uganda, and those from the

police state of Chile, Geneva "Convention" refugee status was

automatically granted to applicants fron the Soviet BIoc and those fron

Indo-China attempting to leave after the Conmunist takeover in 1975. Far

fewer people fleeing right-wing dictatorship in Latin Anerica have been

admitted to Canada 
"= ""fug"u=.ll The ImmÍgration Act of 1976 (the product
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of the 1974 utilitarian Gíreen Papur)I2 outlined the Canadian government's

obligations to world refugees and in doing so attempted to balance human

rights with administrative efficiency. The Act also established a

consultation process between federal- and provincial governments largeÌy

based on labor needs.

Since 1980, as the result of such consu]-tation, Enpì-oyment and

Immigration, Canada has annually tabled in Parlianent one to three year

projections of desired immigration. Imnigration classifications have been

broken down into these prinary categories:

(1) Independents: those who meet skill, capitalr or J.abor market
requirements-includes entrepreneurs and business class
(subject to point systen);

(2) Family Class: those totatly sponsored (for a nininum of ten
years) by innediate fanily nenbers who are landed immigrants
(not subject to point systen but sponsors must denonstrate
ability to financiaLly support another);

(3) Assisted Relatives: noninated by a relative who is financially
responsible for five years ( applicants are subiect to
obtaining a required number of points sonewhat l-ess than an
independent appl icant )

(4) Refugees and other Special ¡Yeasures (not subiect to point
system ) .

Immigrants fitt,ing into the business and entrepreneur category, such

recent entrepreneurs fron Hong Kong, are nost enthusiastically encouraged.

Recent clanp-down (Bill C-55) on refugee claimants indicates official

government reaction to current refugee innigration, whereby clainants may

be deported if unable to convince even one of two appointed Convention

Refugee Deternination Division (C.R.D.D. ) adiudicators about the

legitirnacy of his,/her status and may also be returned to a "Safe Third"

Country (in conpliance with the Geneva Convention) fron which the cl-ainant

arr ived.
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B. FOSTWAB TffiTGRATTON BY COUNTRY OF ORrGIrue YEAR & CTASS

The 7967 changes to imnigration policy dranatically altered the

make-up of Canadian inmigration. Imnigration from Europe, including

Britain fell from 87 per cent of the total- in 1966 to only 51 per cent in

1970. At this sane tine, applications fron Asia and the Caribbean

increased steadily, representing 23 per cent of total immigration in 1969

(with large increases fron India, Philippines and a 200 per cent increase

from t,he Caribbean in that one year). (Hawkins,7972). Shown in Table 2.0

and 2.1 are the changes in the sources of Canadian innigration.

TABTE 2.0

MAJOR SOURCE COU¡ITRIES of CANADIAI{ Iþ{¡{IGRATION
1946-1967

Rank
Order Source Country

Percentage of
Tot,al Inmigration

1

2
J

4
5

f)

7

I
q

10
11
T2

Great Britain
I taly
Germany (Fed. Rep. )
United States
The Netherlands
Pol"and
France
Greece
PortugaJ-
Austria
Hungary
China

25.0%
12.5%
8. 0%
7 .0%
5.0%
3,0%
2,5%
2,5%
1,7%
t.6%
7.6%
7.4%

TOTAL: 77.8%

Source: Imnigration Statistics: Citizenship & Imnigration,
Manpower & Inmigration. (Cited in Hawkins, 1967)
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TABTE 2.1
IMF{IGBATION to CANADA

by COUNTRY of ORIGIN' 1-9Bg

Rank
Order Source Country

Total
Innigration

Percentage of
Total Inmigration

1

2
e

4
5
b
7
8
I

10

Hong Kong
Poland
PhiI ippines
India
Viet Nan
Great Britain
Portugal
United States
Lebanon
China

19
15
11
I
I
I
I
6
6
4

981
940
343
788
44I
198
168
881
727
arJ.,

70.5%
8,4%
6. 0%
4.6?(
4,4%
4,3%
4,3%
3.6%
DOV
¡t qot

Ten Country Total-
Total Imnigration

98,200
190,087

57.7%

Canada, Quarterly Immigration Statistics 1989, EIC

As can be seen in Tables 2.2 & 2.3, ímnigration to Canada has

increased from less than 85,000 in 1985 to over 190,000 in 1989.

TABTE 2.2
IHMIGRATION to CANADA

1981 - 1989

Zâ
9Ë
Fi5<iJ9
Èii

êr

ffi nuunenperYEAR

1984 19&5 L961t

Source: Ontario Ministry of Citizenship (Cunmings, 19Bg)
plus Quarterly Innigration Statistics 1988, 1989, EIC
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Table 2.3 shows that the controlled increase cones prinarily in the

Independent classes (particularly in the business imnigration and selected

worker categories). Because of economic depression in the early 1980's,

restrictions had been placed on the intake of "selected workers"
(Independent). (Independent category imnigration in the 1970's (Seward,

1987) had dropped fron 78 per cent Independent (1970) to 33 per cent in
1979). With the inprovement in the Canadian economic and labor narket in
the late 1980's, and in response to Canada's deøographic needs, the
government decided to moderately increase innigration in this category.

TABTE 2.3
IÌ¡íÞIIGRATION to CANADA
by CLASS, 1985 & 1988

COMPONENT 1985 1 98B

FA}ÍILY CLASS
REFUGEES includes:

Soecial measures and
Dèsignated class

4r.294
16;011

51.120
26;5ee

TOTAI, DEPENDENT: 57,305 77,719

INDEPENDENT includes:
- Assisted Relatives
- Selected workers and

Other Indeoendent
- Business Iñrnigrants

Entrenreneurs
I nvestors

_ Sçlf-Enployed
- Retrrees

26,968 83,519

TOTAL INDEPENDENT: 26, 968 83,529

TOTAL: 84 ,27 3 167,248

IMÞ{IGRATION to CANADA
by CTASS 1989

FA]YILY CLASS
REFUGEES incl-udes:

SneciaL Measures and
Dèsignated Class

60.387
37;70r

TOIAI, DEPENDENT: 97,088

INDEPENDENT includes:
- Assisted Relatives
- Selected Workers and

Other Independents
- Business Iñnigrants

Entrenreneurs
I nvestors
SeIf-EnpIoyed

- Retirees

92,539

TOTAL INDEPENDENT: 92,539

TOTAL: t89,627
vary between tables (a difference of 460).x* Imnigration statistics

(Canãda, 1987)
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As can be determined byTable 2.4, Manitoba has a higher proportion

of refugees and consequentJ"y a lower proportion of Independent Innigrants

than Canada as a whole. This could translate into a stretching re-

training supports for Dependent-classified professionals arriving in

Manitoba.

TABLE 2.4
IMMIGRATION to MAì{ITOBA

1989

Total Ma¡ritoba: 5r943 (approx. 4X of Ca¡radia¡r innigration)
Total Ca¡rada : 190,087

IM}TIGRATION Io MANITOBA
1 989

TOTAL: Manitoba 5,943
TOTAL: Canada 190,087

by WORTD AREA

1

2
3
4
5

6

I

Asia
Europe
N. & C. America
Africa
Caribbean
S. America
Austral ia
Oceania & other Islands

TOTAL: 5,943

by CTASS

NUMBERS PERCENTAGE

DEPENDENT: Family Class 1,906 32%

Refugees
Designated Class 1,883 toofJL/o

INDEPENDENT: Assisted Relatives L,220
Entrepreneurs 111
Investors 146
Other Independents 658
Retirees 19 2,754 36%

TOTAL: 5,943 100%

Canada, Quarterly Innigration Statistics' 1989 EiC
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Tabl-e 2"5 indicates the occupational- areas for which the najority

(over 80 per cent) of sel-ected woxkers entered Canada in 1985, Most were

in service industries, followed administrative science, nedicine and

lastLy, 'teaching related' (including university). (Compare with 24.2. )

TABTB 2.5

SELECTED WORKERS, 1_985

by OCCUPATIOT{AL GROUP and H{PLOYMEÌ{T STATUS

f{ITH
ARRANGED

EMPLOYMENT

WITHOUT.

ARRANGED
EMPLOYMENT TOTAT

SERVICE

MANAGEMENT & ADMiNISTRATiON

NATURAL SCÏENCE, ENGÏNEERING & MATH

MEDICINE & HEALTH

TEACHINc RELATED ( includes prinary
to university teaching)

1 ,403

372

315

254

275

r,243

¿to

206

108

ö¿

2,646

648

52r

362

297

TOTAL: 2,559 1,915 4,474

Source: Policy and Program DeveLopnent Branch, C.E.i.C.



C" I&{MIGRATION FROM TTTE PHILIPPINES TO CANADA AI{D. MÁ,NITOBA

Imrnigrants fron the Philippines had been well-established in the

United States for some time, yet before the mid 1950's only a handful of

Filipinos had emigrated to Canada, In the late 1950's and early 1960's,

there r^7as a sporadic movenent of teachers and other professionals

(prinarily nurses and doctors) from the U.S., accounting for much of the

Filipino inmigration into Canada. (Some of the professionals eventually

returned to the U.S.). New immigration regulations in 1962 dramatically

increased Filipino inmigrat,ion from less than one thousand in a decade

(between 1956-1964) to the annual fi.gure of over 1500 in 1965 after the

1962 regulations began to demonstrate an effect (Statistics Canada). In

the late 1960's active recruitnent of nurses and garment workers began

(Buhudan, 7972), By 1967 Filipino visitors holding teøporary visas in the

United States, could apply for Canadian landed innigrant status (a

provision later revoked in 1972) and consequently many Fil-ipinos entered

Canada at this time.

Filipino imnigration to Canada has averaged over 4,000 a year in the

decade 1965-1975, with a peak of 9000 in 7974. As with other Canadian

imnigration, the numbers dropped somewhat in the mid 1980's: from 4'454 in

1981 to 3,076 in 1985, and then returned to over 8,000 per year in the

years 1988 and 1989 (Canada Employment and Imnigration, 1981' 1985' 1988

and l-989) (See Table 2.6). Of those who imnigrated in the period 1970-

L977, 70 per cent had become Canadian citizens by the 1981 census (Census

of Canada' L98L).

- 
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TABTE 2.6

IMMIGBATION to CÁNÄDA from the PHILIPPINES

1981 1 982 å 983 I 984 198 5 1 986 198 7

585 I 5062 4454 37 48 3076 4102 7 343

In an overview of PhiJ.ippine Imnigration to Canada, Aranas (1983)

conpiled a profile of Fitipino imnigrants to Canada between the years 1967

and 1973. They were twice as likely to be female as mal-e and over hal-f

were between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine. Following are the top

six intended occupations for that time period:

1, Nurses 4. Stenographers/Typists

2. Clerical Workers (General) S. Medical- & Dental- Technicians

3. Tailors & Furriers 6. School Teachers

(Statistics Canada, 1973)

In 1985, the Iist of top intended occupations varies somewhat with

much more enphasis on business innigration and in service occupations:

1. Service Industries

2, Non-classif ied occupations

3. Clerical related

4, Entrepreneurs

5. Managerial & Adninistrative

6. Fabricating, Assembly & Repair

7, Medicine & Health

(Enployment & Immigration Canada, 1985)

It becomes obvious that while teaching was one of the top intended

occupations of Filipino imnigrants in the late l-960's and earl-y 1-970's,

teaching occupations ceased to be on the open occupation list (which

incl-udes occupations with a labor shortage) by 1980. Trained teachers

have been allowed to inmigrate in this decade but were given admission on

the grounds that they were considered flexible enough to enter new
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occupations, ones in higher denand than teaching.lS Often, trained

teachers entered Canada "as" other workers, stating intended occupations

other than teaching (eg. garment workers and domestic workers).

Aranas (1983) suggests that there have been three major motives for

Filipino emigration to Canada:

The first is the economic factor as is evidenced by the young'

productive professional enigrating to Canada because of an inability for

advancement in the Philippines. Pernia (1976:71) discusses the Philippine

brain drain which he suggests stems fron the basic inability of its

econony to absorb the going supply of certain high-level skills combined

with a demand for (and reward for) such skills elsewhere. With the change

in imrnigration legislation in the 1960's in both Canada and the United

States, the Philippines became the leading Asian supplier of engineers and

physicians to North Anerica (Carino, 1987). Carino proposes that much of

the diffj.cuJ.ty in the Philippine econony is its dependency on the U.S.

education, patterned after American systems and not necessariJ-y

appropriate for the Philíppine economy breeding university graduates who

pattern "life expectations" to a large extent on those of their.A,merican

counterparts. (Such socializaLion paves the way f.or snoother integration

into North Anerica). With massive unenployment, over 50 per cent of

fanilies living below the threshold (poverty) Ievel, and unsatisfactory

environnental- conditions due to urban congestion, out-migration of

Filipino professionals has been on the increase (Carino' 198?:313 & 314).1{

The second notive for emigrating from the Philippines is a poJ-itical

one. Many FiLipinos have l-eft because of discontent wit,h the governnent

and the erosion of democracy leading to martíal law in 1972, Others have

joined family in Canada.
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Because of strong kinship ties among Fil-ipinos' family reunification

is the third major notive to emigrate. 0f 3,076 immigrants from the

Philippines in 1985, two thousand inmigrated in the family cl-ass category.

0f the renaining one thousand, BB0 were independents, 140 were classified

entreprenears, and forty were a-ssisted reLat'ives.

FITIPINO IMÞ{IGRATION TO MANITOBA

In the early Fil-ipino imnigration, Manitoba was second only to

Ontario as the province of destination (Aranas, 1983). However' more

recently other provinces seem to attract more of this immigration. (in

1981, Manitoba was the third choice with 841- Filipinos, and in 1985, with

350 arrivaJ-s, it followed Ontario, 8.C., and Alberta as the intended

destination. )

The first major infLux of Filipino l-abor to Manitoba took place in

1967 when Canadian Pacific Air travel- agents recruited (with confirmed

letters of acceptance) three hundred nurses to the province. The

following year, garment workers arrived to work in Winnipeg factories;

these workers numbered twel-ve hundred by 1972 (Buhudan, 7972), A few

teachers were recruited with the teacher shortage in the late 1960's.

According to 1986 census data, ninety-eight percent of Manitobans who

speak Tagalog (Filipino) reside in Winnipeg. Filipino immigrants come

originally to Winnipeg, but a percentage (particularJ-y teachers) end up

taking enployment in rural and northern areas.
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D. Á, THEORETICAT FRAMEWORK:

A POTITICAI,/ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF Iþß{IGRATION

In the earlier review of postwar Canadian inmigration, it was noted

that, although hunanitarian notives have certainly played a role in the

re-settling of displaced persons and those fleeing persecution, Canadian

immigration policy has prinarily served to provide the population size

necessitated by a productive econony able to conpete in a world market

(Cappon, 1976).

An increasing interdependence in the world economy has developed

during the post two decades. Falling international prices for comnodities

such as grain, oi1 and gas, technologlical change involving large capital

expenditures (with Iittle increase in empJ-oyment), and the changing nature

of the service sector have aIl affected the national economy and

challenged its capacity to adapt to changing l-abor requirenenús (Seward,

1981 ).

At the present time, Canada, like many other industrialized western

countries, has declining fertility rates and consequent lower natural-

popuJ-ation increase (births vs. deaths) and with the limited rates of

immigration, the overal-I rate of population i.r.""asull declined steadily

in the early 1980's. Canada's labor force growth (determined by the

source population (Canadian born) between the ages of 15 and 65 and

naturalJ-y also dependent on population growth) movement into Canada as

well as the actual participation rates (employnent) of that same

population are slowly decreasing. This means that Canada has a smaller

number of potential workers and at the same tine is experiencing more

difficulty utilizing that potential labor in the economy. Denton and

Spencer (1987) argue that, al-though the notion of a l¡opuLatio, ""i""J6
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is a myth, attention must be paid to the rate of growth of the economy by

saying:

It has J-ong been recognized t,hat a rapidly growing economy is
better able to make adjustments to its structure. Resources
can be transferred nore easily among industries and regions,
price-income relationships can be adjusted with less tension,
and so on, if there is rapid growth. When growth declines,
the adjustments becone more difficult. When job opportunities
are not expanding in other industries, workers fight harder to
keep the ones they have. Moreover, as the labor force ages'
its natural degree of mobility is lessened, thus aggravating
the adjustment difficulties.

While the following ergunent

popuJ-ar econonic thought:

(Denton & Spencer, I9B7:23)

is controversial, it represents

A larger population base is conducive to a more rapid pace of
technological change. The link between population growth and
productivity growth should lead to a higher per capita income.

(Seward, 1981:5 )

Seward also discusses the effects of the aging labor force on the

econony and the need for a constant infl-ux of younger l-abor market

entrants:

An aging Ìabor force is less likely Ithan a younger ]abor
forcel to be abIe, or to be wiJ-ling, to adapt to
structural changes associated with an increasingly
competitive international environment and rapid technological
change.

(Seward, 1981:5 )

Seward also raises the issue of educational investnenú, proposing the

as yet unanswered question: Have the educationaL investnents made in

the 1980's and 1990'sCanada's baby booø generation been appropriate for

or do the recent unenpLoynent experiences of these individuals prevent

them from gaining the necessary experience to be productive in the

Canadian econony? Given the costs of retraining this aging workforce
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versus the costs of inporting an appropriately-trained younger workforce

from outside of Canada, it is likely that Canada will continue Lo open its

doors to much of the highly-skiLled l-abor currently avail-able in the

world. The cultural hegemony of Western educational systens facilitates

the exploitation of migrant labor; as the education systems of most

developing nations are patterned after western systemsr what are seen as

easily transferrable and substitutable s.kjJls are availabl-e to the

wealthier country of emigration at the cost to the poorer source country.

Many once-colonized countries retain col-onial educational systems

(Bo1aria, 1987).

Canada has benefitted from particul-arly well-trained and

professional imported labor due to the fact that an increased efficiency

in communications and transportation together with a growing use of

computerization in the l-960's demanded a nore highly-skilled population.

As Canada no longer needed the same anount of unskilled immigrant labor as

required by primary industry in the previous two decades, new regulations

(in the form of the universal- "point system"), to facilitate a nore

educated influx, T{ere put into pl-ace. Canada is presentl-y one of several-

capital accunuLating core nations able to receive highly educated/skil-led

Iabor trained in the peripherai countries "which generate capital- without

accumulating it" (Dixon et al, 1979). These capital-accumulating

countries have recognized that "the use of labor, aì-ready produced and

paid for eÌsewhere, neans a considerable savings for the recei-ving

countries" (Bolaria, 1986). The fact that inmigrant l"abor is considered

cheap Labor for the a receiving country is related more to the lack of

educational and training costs for government and corporations (Cappon,

1976) than it is to wages. The labor of migrants:
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is ready-nade. The industrialized country, whose production is
going to benefit, has not borne any of the cost of creating
it, any more than it wiIl bear the cost of supporting
seriously sick migrant worker, one who has grown too old to
work. So far as the economy of the metropolitan country is
concerned, migrant workers are imnortal because continually
interchangeable. They are not born; they are not brought up;
they do not age; they do not get tired; they do not die. They
have a single function - to work.

(Berger and Mohr, '1975:65)

Labor which can be discarded when no J-onger required has been a

resource exploited throughout the world (eg. North African temporary labor

in Europe, Mexican agricultural workers enployed seasonally in the U.S.).

Canada util-ized primarily low-paid guest workers on tenporary work permits

in agricul-tural, textile, and domestic positions prior to the post-

í.ndustrial era of the 1970's. More recent recruits entering Canada on

non-imnigrant enployment authorizations are highly-skill-ed workers in

technical and professiona.l- occupations (Bol-aria, 1984). Temporary work

authorizations for non-immigrant foreign professional-s constituted over

fifty percent of total- employment authorizations in the four years between

1980 and 1983 (Canada Imnigration Statistics 1980-83). The number of

professors and teachers hired with non-immigrant employment authorizations

in Canada has been ten times the number of imnigrant teachersll allowed

into Canada (Canada Immigration Statistics, 1983; Bo]aria, 1986:311 &

313 ).

One might argue that workers who are landed innigrants (as opposed

to those on temporary work authorizations) are no more exploited than

their Canadian-born counterparts since they are entitled to the same

services and benefits, namely unemployment insurance, workers t

compensation, universal- medical care and pension plans. 'That they are

entitled is an undisputed fact; however, many inrnigrants never use these
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services, either through a lack of need for then or because of a lack of

access. (lt is hardly surprising that enployers seldon encourage injured

workers to appty for workers'compensation due to the increased insurance

costs incurred by the company). Immigrants all-owed into Canada are, by

virtue of immigration policy since 1967, largely the crean of the cropi

They are healthy, law-abiding, well-educated (McDade, 1988; DePass, 1989;

Seward, 7987 - see Table 1) individuals who are employabLe because they

arríve with skill-s in demand. They have been born and raised at the

expense of another country and arrive in Canada at the point at which they

are most productive. That they may also leave when they cease to be

productive is al-so refevant to this discussion.

If one considers the premise that immigration laws may be "designed

to import workers without their famil-ies (which reduces the cost of

subsistence at the point of production)" (Burawoy' 1976) it becomes

interesting to look at immigrant workers vis-a-vis continuing cont,act with

fanily unable to join then in Canada. While immediate family are not

subject to assessnent by the point systen, assisted rel-atives are assessed

in regards to occupational skiIl and demand and even immediate family with

medical- conditions are disallowed fron immigrating. In such instances,

an individuat immigrant worker might either "remit noney back'hone' to

support and reproduce the labor force" (Burar.¡oy' 1976) ( in hopes that

their rel-atives will, Iater be able to join them) or, because of alienation

fron Canadian systems, in which "labor narket structural restraints nake

permanent integration inpossible" (Bolaria :301), nany aged workers end up

returning to those same relatives at hoøe to be supported in their

non-productive years. In the words of Sassen-Koob (1978:519): "[The

export-producing countries] bear the costs of raising the dependents of
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nigrants left behind and of maintaining returning migrants often sick fron

overwork and already in their less productive years or ready for

retirement".

Even in situations of surplus labor, immigrant labor is cost,-

effective; ít "does not merely increase the supply of labor but al-so

replaces high cost Iabor, and weakens the organizaLional efforts and

bargai¡ing position of the donestic work force" (Portes, 1978). Moreover,

innigrant labor itself has little bargaining power. "The very fact of

crossing a political border weakens the status of the workers vis-a-vis

the state. They are nore subject, to close police supervision and

arbitrary decisions by officials and enployers" (Portes, 1978:32).

The aggregate flow of immigrants to Canada has not been a movement

of individuaL choice but rather one determined by the reproduction of

Canadian capital (Cockcroft,, 1982). Migrant novenent has been deter¡¡ined

by the disparate wealth between peripheral (supplying) and core

(receiving) nations (Dixon, i-979) rather than the individuaL nigrants

themselves. "It is the needs of the capital accumulation of the centre

lcore countries] which ultinately deternine the direction, size, and

composition of the flow of labor power" (Carchedi, 1979:4). Sassen-Koob

(1978:514-515) likens the migrants' movement to "stepping or falling into

a migratory flow, rather than initiating or constituting such a flow

through their individual decisions and actions." In their discussion of

relationships between Canadian immigration and unenployment, Clodman &

Richmond (1982) suggest that the two factors that influence labor

imnigrat,ion are:

( i ) the introduction of adninistrative obstacles by innigration
officials designed to slow down the inflow, particularly of
individuals in those occupations where there is excess supply;
and

(ii) the postponenent of departures by prospective inmigrants
because of uncertainties regarding iheir abilii:v 'uo ob'uain
enployment.
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The imnigrant workforce entering Canada since World War I I

(particulary those arriving since selection criteria applied for the last

two decades) constitutes a significant proportion of the labor force and

represents a considerable financial savings to Canada. Many writing in

research for Canadian social policy (Seward, 1987; Denton & Spencer, L987'

and Richmond & Clodman, 1982) have recognized the econoøic advantages for

Canada associated with innigration:

Innigration has had a positive effect on the structure of the
Labor f orce in two r.Iays. First, largel-y as a result of
selection criteria introduced in the late 1960's and
reinforced since then, imnigrants tend to be better educated
and more highly skilled than non-inmigrants. Second, and
related to this, immigrants are often over-represented in
occupations that require high skill levels and that have been
characterized historicalJ"y by labor shortages.

(Seward, 1988:18)

Such discussion has zoú, however, recognized the political effects

on the countries that raised and educated this work force nor does it

acknowledge the effects of inmigration on the legal-political- status of

the work force, Bolaria (1985, L987 ) and others have outlined how unified

educational systems and innigration regulations serve to regulate the

"quality antd conposition of the Labor force as wel,L as its legal-political-

status",

In conclusion, Canada, as a core receiving country has devised

immigration policy and practice to serve governnent and corporate interest

first by siphoning resources, in the form of huøant capital, fron the rest

of the world and secondly by creating both political and economic barriers

to strip inmigrant labor of control.
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E. TITERATURE ON IMHIGRANT ACCESS TO THE PROFBSSIONS IN CANADA

As established in the discussion above, inmigratíon policy has

clearly inpacted on the individuaÌ imnigrant worker as weLl as on the

immigrant labor force as a whole. As the result of the weakened position

a inmigrant worker has been put ínto vis-a-vis the state, what further

institutionaL/funct,ionaL obstacl-es do innigrants face in beconing employed

in work comnensurate with their education and training?

Recent literature on barriers to the resunption of a career in

Canada has indicated that of the nost often mentioned concerns by

imnigrant professionals and tradespeople is that of accreditation,/

certification.l8 When one consid.ers that the interprovincial mobility of

professional qualifications continues to be significantly Ìinited 19, it

is not surprising that the issue of the mobility of internationaL

credentials is one fraught with inconsistencies, protectionisn, and

resistance.

The recognition of the credentials of overseas-trained professionals

proves an obstacl-e for several reasons, which will be discussed at length

bel-ow. First, throughout Canada there appears to be an inadequate

knowledge of overseas educational syslems (DePass' 1-989; McDade' 1988;

Abt, 1987) as well as the application of dated and inaccurate data

(DePass, 1989). Secondl-y, there are subjective measures of assessnent

(reviews of docunentation, personal interviews, etc) (McDade' 19BB)'

evaluations based on stereotypical notions of Third World Educational

systems (DePass, 19Bg), and inappropriate measures of 
"otput"n"".20

Thirdly, there are attenpts to regul-ate the supply of certain

professional-s by restricting opportunities for internship programs' and
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only those fron recognized.inst,itutions are pernitted to write evafuative

or chafl-eng. "*t*".21
The Abt Report on Access to TraÅes.and Professions in Ontario (1987)

found the information on the education of foreign-trained professionals

available to professional bodies to be inadequate to accuratel-y assess

equivalency. Due to the farniliarity (and to the historical- doninance) of

post-secondary institutions in North Anerica, Britain, Austral.ia and South

Africa, the assessnent of academic equivalency often is favourably biased

towards students graduatinÉ from institutions in those countries and is

biased against those completing programs in Asian, African, and Latin

American systems (DePass' 1989; Fernando & Prasad' 1986). DePass

( 1989: 17 ) suggests that there exists a hierarchy of educationa|

institutions and educationaL credential-s in which North American and

British credentials are considered superior and those from Third Ï{orld

countries inferior, regardless of the actual quaLity of education from any

given individual- institution and, as well¡ that the use of dated and

inaccurate data "does not acknowledge the dynanic nature of educational

changes in those IThird Wortd] countries" (1989:19).

Some professional bodies (for example, the Medical Council of

Canada, the Pharmacy Exanining Board of Canada, and Engineering

professional associations) have designed objective assessnent neasures

such as written evaluativ" "*m"22 
to determine educational background.

Nevertheless, many otherszS rely on nore subjective measures such as

correspondence with certifying bodies overseas, personal interviews and

establishing panels to review academic equivalency (DePass, 1989:19). The

use of such subjective r"u"u.""24 alIows for the possibitity of eval-uation
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based on stereotypical- notions of overseas-gained credentials (as

discussed in the previous paragraph). DePass suggests Lhat , as the

majority of professional inmigrants are visible minoritieszs, the use of

such subjective neasures with imnigrants can ultimately lead to

discrimination on the basis of race. (See next section on Discrimination. )

In addition to having academic credential-s recognized, immigrant

professionals often require practicums or internships to receive

certification or li-cense to practice. The internship for doctors' a

prerequisite to practising medicine, is often unavailable to imnigrant

physicians. In Manitoba internships have been opened for a very limited

number of refugee doctors (but not for doctors in other immigration

categories) and, because " I-ittLe is known about the education of doctors"

from other countries (DePass,1989) (even about those trained at

institutions recognized by the Directory of Medical- SchooLs) a distinct

preference is given, bV the College of Physicians and Surgeons in Ontario'

to those trained in the U.S.and Britain and, in addition' by the CoÌlege

in British Columbia, to those fron the oLd Conmon¡¡eaitå countries of

Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa (Depass, 19Bg).

As innigrant teachers are the focus of this study' it is appropriate

aL this point to examine the accreditation/certification process an

immigrant teacher noves through by first considering what is done in

Canada in general and then by looking at the process in the province of

Manitoba.

In contrast Lo other professional-s seeking accreditaLion/

certification in Canada, inmigrant teachers deal with only one assessing

body - in all Canadian provinces the provinciaL Ministries of Education
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are totally responsibLe for assessing the credentials of foreign-trained

teachers and for granting certification for teachers to practice in that

particula" p"ooin""26. This is where the similarities end. Canada has no

standardized neasures of teacher coøpetence as applied in the United

Statesz? and consequently each province has its or{n systen of assessing

overseas teaching credentiaLs.

The Ministry of Bducation in British Columbia uses UNESCO's

universal directory of post-secondary institutions as a reference to

determine whether the program studied led to government certification in

the country of origin and whether the teacher education conponent is

comparable to its o*nz{ (Fernando & Prasad, 1986). The Ministry of

Education in Ontario uses nembership in the ,4ssociation of Connonwealth

Universities or in the InternationaL Association of Universities for

essentially the same purposes as outlined for the B.C. ninistry and' in

addition, considers years of schol-arity (17 years denotes the equivalent

of an Ontario graduate) when determining sufficiency of education. Many

Ministries of Education rely on university accreditation bodies to assess

the academic credentials of imnigrants, as is the case in ltlanitoba (Tatro,

1989). Manitoba's Ministry of Education assesses the teacher education

component of an ínrnigrant candidatets docunentation on a case-by-case

basis, and in situations in which no documentation is avail-able (such as

candidates coning fron "behind the Iron Curtain"), opportunity will be

made for an applicant to verbaJ-Iy outline his/her program in such a r{ay as

to facilitate a comparison with Manitoba teacher education requirenents.

These teachers will then be advised as to what further training they

require for certification purposes.
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Imnigrant professionals also frequently nention another obstacle to

resumption of their careers in Canada, that of discrinination, one that

has been well-documented in l-iterature on the subject. First it is

rel-evant to consider a profile of imnigrant professionals in Canada.

In 1981, members of visible minority groups constituted 5 per cent

(numbering 600,000, CEIC:1986) of the total Canadian labor force of two

nitlion. Of this group, a large proportion (.80 per cent) are imnigrants

to Canada, two-thirds of whom have inmigrated since 1970 (foLlowing the

amended immigration regulations of the previous decade) (DePass' 1988:19).

As a consequence, a significant percenta¡le of the current visible minority

work force is a population of recently-arrived immigrants who: (1) have

generally higher levels of education (Appendix: 2A.3; McDade, 1988:1);

(2) demonstrate Ìower overall rates of unemployment, and are often found

working in occupations not commensurate with education and experience

(DePass, LgBB:5; Prasad & Fernando, 1986:52)' and (3) who experience

obstacles to employnent such as those of accreditation and certification

in a profession (as discussed above) but as well have been found to be

subject to racial discrimination by educational institutions, professional

bodies, and by enployers (Fernando & Prasad, L986). Actions which appear

fair may actually be discrinination hidden in a system (systemic) rather

than being more obvious individual discrimination.

Such actions as a differential- assessnent of the credentials of

graduates from the same university, one & member of the øainstrean and the

other a visible ninority (DePass:1989:18), discrimination on the basis of

a slight accent (one in which in no way interferes with comprehensibility)

(DePass: 1988: 7; Fernando & Prasad: 1986: 100) and stereotypical assumptions
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about particular racial groups (Billingsley & Muszynski:1985:14) are

exanples of overt individual- racial prejudice. Using Canadian experience

as a criterion for employnent, interview practices which are designed for

a honogeneous popuLation and are not culturally sensitive, or ascribing

stereotypicai- notions of a group to an individual. (eg. "Teachers over

fifty years old must be 'burnt out'. ) are all exampl-es of organízaLiona1

or systenic discrimination, in which "unwittingly adopted systems often

have unjustifiably negatíve effects" (Abel-la, 1984:9). "Because sysLemic

discrinination is inherent to a systen, not necessarily to individuals who

manage a system, it requires systemic solutions. " (Billingsley &

Muszynski, 1985: 15 ) .

Equality in enploynent is measured by the impact of recruitnent,

selection, promotion, and termination practices of employers on the

available work force, rather than by the docunentation of deliberate or

undeliberate discrininatorybehavior between individuals (AbelIa, 1984: 9)

states that simpLy "deternining intent to discrininate Iis] not

sufficient" but that employers must look beyond intent. Employment

equity must look aL inpact rather than notive and therefore such checks as

monitoring the visible minority (or other target group members- eg. women

or disabled people) conposition of a workforce is an essential element of

determining equality of employnent. A stipulation of the EnpLowent Equity

Act (1986), which appi.ies to any corporations with nore than one hundred

employees funct,ioning on behalf of the goyernwent, of Cæa.da (and therefore

incJ.uding Crown corporations such as Canada Post and Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation) requires that empJ-oyers collect data on the enploynent status

of target group enployees for ihe purpose of establ-ishing timeJ-ines for
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specific hiring and pronotion goals. In a study of two hundred randomly-

selected employers representing all sectors of the work force in Toronto,

92 per cent of employers acknowl-edged that they had not kept any record of

the racial make-up of their establishment (gillingsley & Muszynski:

1985:89). EmpJ.oyers recruiting senior, higher p¿id employees (those in

management as well- as professionals) often used informaL recruitment

measures which have denonstrated discrininatory potential (BiLlingsl-ey &

Muszynski, 1985:15,16) and ability to fit io29 n"" rated above heaLth and

naturity as selection categories for the sane senior positions and,

additionaJ-ly, above educat,io¿ and references for the nanagement positions

(Biltingsley & Muszynski, 1985 :24),

A survey of enploynent equity practices in Ontario School Boards

(Harvey, 1988) demonstrated that alnost aLl (98 per cent) school boards

were able to assess their workforce in terms of gender (although only 58

per cent actually do collect such information for employnent equity

purposes). Sixty percent of the school- boards had the capability to

anaLyze their visible minority composition while only 7.4 per cent

actualJ-y did so. To date, no such survey has been done in lfanitoba.

As mentioned previousJ-y langtage and accenú often create barriers

for immigrants attenpting to work in Canada. Although these two

competencies are definitely rel-ated, there is a crucial distinction that

nust be made in order to discuss whether a barriers to re-entry into a"

profession might be deemed unjustifiable (and therefore discriminatory) or

whether such barriers are justifiable appropriate expectations of Canadian

enpJ.oyers. It seems that the deciding factor must be whether or not

langltage antd accent interfere with conprehensibility to the extent that

they preclude job conpetence? If an individual has Iittle competence in
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Engi-ish or French and language competence is required for job perfornance

(the degree of which varies from one profession to another), then an

empJ-oyer nay be justified in requiring further J-anguage training (provided

sufficient and appropriate language training is availabJ.e). However, if

a job candidate denonstrates l-angtta|le conpet"o""3$ while speaking with a

non-Cantadiant accenú and is discriminated against on this basis, he/she has

experienced a non-justifiabl-e barrier to enploynent.

Sone accents nay be perceived as more ecceptabLe and therefore hold

more prestige than others. A black Caribbean nan interviewed by DePass

(1988) felt that his employer assumed that, the English spoken by

Caribbeans needed upgrading whereas no such assumption was made of his

white colleagues with Austral-ian or Cockney accents.

In concluding this discussion of barriers to access into professions

in Canada, it is important to note that wonen innigrants experience

obstacles in resuming a career in Canada which are somewhat different from

those experienced by male immigrants. Immigrant wonen often experience

what is referred to a multip)e negative, (Epstein , 7973) disadvantages

due to race, ethnicity, class, and sex.

Because of the fact that immigrant r{omen are often considered

dependent on their husbands, they are often categorized as sponsored

innigration applicants and encouraged to apply as faøi ly class or assisúed

rel-atives rather than as independenú imnigrants. By virtue of this

inmigration classification, they may be ineligibl-e for the sane training

program subsidies as the principal applicant in the fanily receives, and

as a consequence, many women who had been economically independent in

their countries of origin become econonically, socially and emoLionally

dependent upon their husbands in Canada. Roxana Ng (1981:113) notes:
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IInmigration] policies very clearJ-y lead to a woman's economic
dependence on her famiJ"y, since opportunities for becoming
independent are curtaíled on the basis of her
immigration status.

Because of the legal- stipulation that famiJ"y cLass and
assisted relatives will- be supported by their sponsors for a
period up to ten years, alnost two-thirds of femal.e immigrants
are denied access to l-egaI aid, income assistance, subsidized
housing, and other publicJ-y funded social- services...

(Estable, 1986:15 )

Inmigrant Í.ronen in Canada have different access to education,
are stuck in jobs ghettos, face greater unenployment and
under-empJ-oyment and encounter restricted job mobil-ity and
advancenent. Their access to services to which all- Canadians
are entitled to receive, including health services, is very
linited. They earn less money than Canadian wonen, no natter
how long they work here. Their pensions, if they ever get
them, will also be very smai.l.

(Estable, 1986:2)

It is critical to recognize at this point, that which cannot

necessarily be taken for granted, that is, that immigrant wonen are not a

honogeneous group and, in fact, given social class differences,

differences in educational opportunity and occupatíonal status tn

countries around the world - one night expect them to be nuch more

distinctly heterogeneous than Canadian-born women. It is wel-l--known that

immigrants in gleneraf have higher educational attainment than native-born

Canadians (See Appendix,

between immigrants from

2A.3), yet educational- attainment varies greatJ"y

southern Europe for example and those from

Southeast Asia. As a matter of fact, the majority of the subjects for

this study, nanely, Filipino women, have the highest educational

attainment of

Table 3), and

any Canadian imnigrants (both men and women) (see Appendix,

therefore nust be considered unique in t,hat light when

compared to other inmigrant wonen in general.

other advantages any individual- woøanRegardless of educational- or

might have, all wo&en share the objective factors of being a ninority
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(being denied access to fulJ- participation in societal opportunity) yet

often do not share the subject,ive minority group consciousness either

because they are unaware of discrimination against then or because they

accept it (Ghosh, 1980). In the case of inmigrant r^/omen¡ &Dy difficulties

faced, such as access to enployment may be compounded by sex as well as

l"ace, although the racial factors may be perceived to be the determinant

force. Additionally, throughout the wor-l-d wonen who work outside the hone

continue to be responsible for the bulk of domestic responsibilities

including child-rearing. It is expected that issues such as access to

retraining prograns for innigrant workers in general and teachers

specifically will- be influenced more by the number of smal-I children at

home for female immigrants than for their male counterparts.

This study will be díscussed in light of the fact that the majority

of the subjects are female Philippine-trained teachers who nay experience

concerns and problens in addition to both CanaÅian-trained fenaLe teachers

as weff as to Philippine-trained øal-e teachers,
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1.

T{OTES

1947 Postwar Inmigration Policy, the anendment to the Immigration
Act of 1931. Absorptive capacity in King's terms included those who

could be advantageously absorbed but excluded "any considerable
oriental innigration Iwhich] would be certain to give rise to social
and econonic problens" (canada, Manpower and Immigration, I974),

See TroBer & R. Whitaker (1997) discussions of Canada's Jess than
glowing record of refugee settlement.

"AlI sorts of people from ex-Nazi's to Jewish survivors of the
Holocaust were jumbled together (and) the truth about what people
had done over the war years was often as evanescent as the tattered
'd.ocumentation' clutched in their hands" (Whitakerr 1987:26)

Several authors (Hawkins , L972; Whitaker, 19871, Abella, 1983 )
discuss the Postwar policy emphasis on security and on discretionary
power of minister of imnigration. Canada adopted Anerican anti-
Communist sentiment which was reflected in innigration practices.
l{hen sponsored appJ-icants t{ere viewed as suspicious or subversive,
their Canadian relatives were sinply told that the applications were
found iryracticabl-e and not satisfactory (Whitaker' 1987:29) and not
given further information or opportunity to appeal the decision.
Whitaker argues that the selection of displaced persons became a

Cold War issue in which anti-Comnunism and ethnic discrinination
were rampant thereby allowing for disproportionate admissions from
countries under Soviet domination and a disproportion lack of
admissions fron Jewish applicants (p.76). Irving Abella (None is
Too Many) points to attempts to divert Jewish displaced persons away
from Canada and into Israel and other anti-Semitisn in Canadian
inmigration policy, such as the discriminatory category on
application forms where only Jewish applicants were identífied by
reI igion.

The a.dnissibl-e cfasses to Canada in 1945 included: 1, British
subjects (as defined in a previous order of counciÌ as "British by
birth, or naturalization in Great Britain or Ireland, Newfoundland'
New Zealand, Austral-ia and the Union of South Africa")(P.C.183);
2" U.S. cit,izens; 3. the wife and unmarried children under 18 or
fiancees of men resident in Canada 4. "agricultural-ists having
sufficient neans to farn in Canada". (Hawkins, L972).

Includes: spouse, fiance(e), parents, grandparents, chii-dren'
brothers and sisters with spouse and unmarried chil-dren, and
orphaned nephews or nieces

,

e

4.

5.

6,
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7.

oU.

9.

11.

L2,

10.

"Annual Average Overseas Branch Expenditure ( 1944-1969 ) " : No

expenditure whatsoever in Africa, Eastern Europe, Latin America or
Asia (with the exception of Hong Kong and India (1951) prior to 1967
(Green, 1976:Table B-2) 7.

It is important here to note that nothing in the Immigration Act
barred imnigration on racial grounds but the governnent used such
tactics as inadnissibility on øedical grounds for denying admissions
to people fron races seen as undesírabIe. See Troperts Only Farners
Need Apply (1972) discussion on black-American imnigration into
AIberta.

Education (max. 1Zpts) ; Vocational Training (max. 15pts) ; Occupational
Experience (nax.8pts); Occupational Demand (nax.1O-nust get at least
1) ; Arranged Employment (with-lOpts.without-0pts) ; Age ( 10pts, íf. 27'
44; -Zpts.for ea.year +44/-27); Languages (nax.15pt.for fluency in
both Engl-ish and French); Personal Suitability- ability to a.dapt to
Canadian life (max L0 pts); Levels control--changes with gov.policy
regarding #'s projections (max1Opts).

Although imrnigration policy states that a successful applicant nust
receive at least one point in the occupational category, discussions
with officials in the federal Employment & Innigration office,
stated that overseas innigration officers use discretion and a
candidate may be able to wake up the required ¡nints elsewhere
(telephone interview with D. Duffie of the "Occupational Studies and
Progran Linkage; Strategic Policy & Planning, Employment &

Immigration Canada, October, 19Bg). He also suggested that
"teachers would probably get 1 point" if they F¡ere seen by the
imnigration of f icer to be employable. For example, he said "ivfaybe
they couì.d teach computers Iskil]-s which seem to be in nore demandl
rather than a reguJ-ar el-ementary c1ass".

Between 1945 and the early 1980's, B0 per cent of accepted refugees
were from communist countries (Whitaker, LgBT:290). Designat,ed
cl-ass refugees from comnunist countries accounted for 87 per cent
and refugees fron right-wing dictatorships 3 per cent of ai-l
entries. (Employnent & Imnigration Canada, 1984-5)

Paul Cappon in The Green Paper: Innigration as a Tool" of Profit
(Canadian Ethnic Studies (1975) 7 (no.L) suggests that the objective
of Canada's immigration policy is "the importation of foreign labor
to supply the requirenents of Canadian-American capita1."(p.50).
The goal-s of the Green Paper as they relate to manpower are: to
develop and train a permanent labor force fulLy responsive to
Canada's needs (which Cappon says are corporation needs); to
institute a glest-worker systen which absol-ves the governnent and
corporations from training/retraining costs; and to util-ize
immigrant labor, the cost of which is absorbed
governments.
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13. Interview with D. Duthie, Occupational Studies and Program Li-nkage,
Employment & Innigration, Ottawa. He emphasized that all-
applications are assessed on an individual basis and that the
overseas offices apply the point structure prinarily considering how
quickly an applicant coul-d work and that even if a candidate
received a "0" on occupational denand, he could nake up the points
in another categlory and therefore be admitted to Canada.

The ministry of Labor and Employnent processed overseas workers at
an average increase of 37.2 per cent/year during the period 1975-
1983 (Philippine Overseas EmpJ-oynent Adninistration).

Thirty per cent in the decade 1973-1983. (Iøøigrants to Canaìa by
Intended Occupat,ions) Immigration Statistics: Employnent and
Imnigration, 1983.

Due to the fact that the dependency ratio (the proportion of
econoøical-l-y inactive individuals over 65 and under 20 years vs. the
econonically act,ive population between the ages of 20 and 64 )

remains in balance.

Those stating teacher as their intended occupation on immigration
appl icat ion

Over 70 per cent of Fernando & Prasad's (1986) respondents
identified this as a major obstacle.

Interprovincial mobility of both trades and professions is l-irnited.
Red SeaL (national certification) prograns for trades is beginning
to improve mobility for that work but most professions continue to
be reguJ-ated by province. (Fernando & Prasad, 1986)

Such as TOBFL scores measuring Bnglish grannar skills but not
necessariLy communicative skiIls

Recognized medical institutions (DePass, 1989)

Not the qualifying exan for certification purposes.

Apt Associates list Law and DePass (1989) notes: dieticians,
architects and accountants. Accreditation/certification of teachers
wouLd also be included in this group.

Subjective neasures affect assessment of credentialsr eS. Fernando
& Prasad's (1986) nunerous examples of graduates fron the sane
institutions being granted different status and a graduate from a
law school- in India being asked to write a pre-entry aptitude test.
Additionally, subjective ne&sures are used in interview practices
whereby candidates are screened for their ability to fit, in, a
quality often deternined by such subjective measures as "speech
patternsr eye contact, body language and dress". (DePass, 19BB:7)

74

15.

16.

L7.

18.

i9.

20.
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23.
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25, Eighty per cent of visible ninority l-abor are innigrants (CEJC,
1986). See profile of the immigrant professional in discussion on
Discriøination (p. 39 ) .

26, However, certification from one province is not necessarily
recognized in another although some provincial ministries of
education do have bilateral- agreements.

27. Coøpetency Testing for teacher certification was used by 38 states
in 1984. Many states use the nationally standardized N"T"E. and some
(eg. Cal-ifornia) has devised its own. These neasurei 1. reading
comprehension; 2, nath skill; and 3. writing proficiency.

28. Thereby including phil-osophical foundations of education, teaching
methods, measurement of student achievement, and a supervised
practicun.

29. See footnote #20 re: fitt,ing in,

30. Epstein, C., 1973: describing disadvantages according to race,
ethnicity, class, and sex.
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CITAPrER TI{REE

BESEÁRCH DESIGN ÁND PROCEDT'RE

AO PR@EDTJBE / ÞfETHOÞI,ffiY:

To explore the work-related experiences and career paths of Filipino

teachers living in Manitoba, it was decided to utilize a conbination of

research nethods and instrunents" A questionnaire distributed to the

population of Filipino teachers in Manitoba was followed by nore in-depth

interviews of selected teachers.

l. Subjects:

Subject,s are teachers who trained in the Philippines and who now

Iive in Canada. These Filipino teachers were contacted through their

association, the Manitoba Association of Filipino Teachers' Association

(MAFTI), and, using these FiJ-ipino teachers to identify others, non-MAFTI

nembers were identified.

2. The Quest,ionnaire:

A quest,ionnaire (See APPENDIX 34.1) was designed to collect, initial,/

prelininary background data on the teachers along with their career

histories and perceived barriers to career deveJ-opnent. The questionnaire

w¿rs field-tested with two inmigrant teachers (one Filipino and one

Mexican-trained teacher). The questionnaire - was revised and the thesis

connittee reviewed. procedures with the researcher. Fifty revised

questionnaires r.¡ere first nailed to all MAFTI Filipino teachers in

Manitoba in May, 1989 and a. further seven non-MAFTI nenbers were

identified through the use of a snowbal-L technigue (using known subjects
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to ident,ify further subjects) and sent questionnaires as wel-I.

"Reminder", follow-up let,ters were sent to aII and a total of thirty-four

questionnaires were returned (60 per cent of all distributed) by the cut-

off date of September, 1989.

Twenty-six units (See Appendix 34.4) of questionnaire data were

coded and tabul-ated using SAS statistical analysis. Frequencies and

percentages were calculated for the purposes of descript,ive analysis (eg.

frequency and percentage tables of tsears of Post-second.ary Educat,ion), In

addition, sone ZxZ and ?xJ cross-tabulations were done to deternine the

relationships between variables (eg. date of immigration &s it relates to

perceptions of educationaL alninistratorst reLuctance to hire non-Canadian

teachers).

3. Exaeining the Preliminary Findings from the Suestionnaire:

Developøent, of Interview:

Several issues surfaced fron the questionnaire as significant

factors affecting the resunption of a teaching career in Manitoba. The

folLowing factors will be further investigated in the interview.

i. Accreditat,ion:

Recognition of overseas credential-s was the nost often identified

barrier to career resunption. It was seen as a ø4jox obstacLe by 72 per

cent of the Filipino teachers queried and as a øinor obstacLe bv 25 per

cent. Only one individual suggested that this issue proved no barrier.

ii" Certification:

With regard to issues of certification, tiøe needed to conplete

requisite courses represented the greatest difficuLty (for 90 per cent of

the subjects - 92 per cent of wonen and 83 per cent of the nen), with
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subject area/Cæadiant content re-cert,ificat,ion posing at least a ninor

obstacle for 77 per cent and re-certification in teaching øethods

appearing as a significant barrier to 68 per cent. Sixty-seven percent

felt that a lack of supports such as financial and day care interfered

with their re-certification process" A much snall-er proportion felt that

accessibil-ity of required courses was a problen.

iii" Other B¿rriers Ident,ified by the Resoondents in the

Suestionnaire:

Langaage barriers were referred to 3 tines (or ín 10 per cent) of

the questionnaire, with two referring particularly to non-Cana.dian

accents. This issue of accent is one in which: a. the possibilit,y for

discrinination is great; and therefore b. nore research nust be done:

1. ) vis-a-vis non-Canúiaa accent (which in itself is obviously

problenatic to deternine) vs. teacher effectiveness or 2. ) to exanine

tools which adequately measure the extent to which accent, interferes with

comprehensibility. As a result, it was decided to assess the language

proficiency of the interviewed teachers by applying an adaptation of the

ACTFL instrument to the seven audio-taped interviews.

Tipe/financial constraints greatly influenced the resumption of

t,eaching career in Manitoba; 3 individuals (10 per cent) mentioned working

fulL-t,iøe and studying a.s obstacles and others suggested that there w&s no

guarantee of placewent even after completing all the certification

requirements. In addition, the fact that courses required for

certification were øostly electiye and soøe are irrel-evantt aad a waste of

t,iøe (rather than súandard requirenents for a Manitoban-certified teacher)

was disturbing to one Filipino teacher.
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Recognit,ion of overseas experience was seen as a barrier for 87 per

cent of the subjects, while 77 per cent felt that t,here r{as a rel"uctance

of CanaÅian educational ad¡øinistraúors to hire teachers trained outside of

Canada, with this trend appearing to increase with úipe (ie. nore of the

nore recent imnigrant group felt that this represented a. significant

issue). There were sentinents of prioxity given to Caaadians (trained)

and "considetation liøited for non-CanaÅian", even to the extent of

" hiring less coøpetent teachers" and " lack of Affirøative Act,ion PoLict''

aII considered to be issues of Discriøinat,ion.

4. Determining Who@ to Interview:

Three significant factors arose in analyzing the questionnaire data.

One was that, year of iøøigratio¿ seened to play a significant role in a

Filipino teacher's career developnent in Manitoba. Another significant

factor was a Filipino teacher's current Manitoban professional status

(teaching certification held). Lastì-y, feveL of integration (whether

teaching as a teacher's aide, part-tine, etc. ) within Manitoba educationaL

systens was felt to be significant"

Consequently' in deternining which of the 34 questionnaire

respondents to interview, the group was divided into a 36 ceII grid to

exanine the effects of certification (2 levels), date of arrival (3

Ievels) location (2 levels) and level of participation (3 levels) on the

subjects. Subjects to be interviewed represent a renge of these 3

variabÌes (see Table 3.0).

It r{as decided that 7 interviewees mey be the most appropriate

nunber to interview because:

1. the greatest nunber of subjects seem to be concentrated in

seven cells;
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2, the ratio of subject,s interviewed to subjects avail-able in

this category is nore consistent if 7 cells are used ie. 1:6

certif ied high participation rura.l- and 2:10 certif ied high

participation urban; 2:7 uncertified low participation urban

and 1:5 nedium participation urban. ApproxinateLy the sane

ratios exist when the category of date and arrivaL is

considered ie. pre-1972 !27' 1972-t974 4:16' and post 1975

2:9 '

TABTE 3.0

Seven Subjects To be Interviewed as Indicated by 36 CeII Grid.

Part. Rates

CERTIFIED UNCEBTIFIEI)

RURAT
LMH

URBAN
LMH

RURAL
LMH

UBBAN
tMH

Date of
Arrival

I
I
I
I
I
I

_t
I
I

2 5*Pre - 1972

1972 - L974
I

_t
I
I

4* 1 1 3* 3* 4*

Post 1974 _t
I

_t_
2* 2 4* 1

TOTAI, 010 6 3 1" 10 0 0 0 7 5 0

*to interview *1:6 *1: 3 *2: 10 *227 *7:5

Teachers within each ce.[-l that was to be interviewed were randomly

selected and contacted by phone to request an interview (See Appendix

3A.3).

5. The Interview:

The iaúerview used in this study (Appendix 34.4) nas developed

around three &reas of the inmigrant teachers' work experience: 1.

inmigration and career expectations; 2. what actually occurred when the
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teacher settled (what re-training they undertook and what enploynent, they

sought, and received); and 3. future c¿ùreer plans.

In exploring these areas, subjects r{ere encouraged to expand on

thenes that arose in the accreditation/ceft,ification process, to discuss

the progression of their teaching careers, and to speak more about issues

arising from the questionnaire e.g. percept,ion of discrininat,ion, novement

fron northern to urban school- divisions, etc. The interview wiII attenpt

to docuøent these sel"ected work-rela.ted eweriences of, Filipiao teachers"

The Intewiew Schedul-e (Appendix 34.4) was foLlowed loose]y, and

while alI questions were being addressed they were not necessarily

addressed in the sane order as in the schedule. The site of the interview

was decided by the teacher interviewee" Interviews took place in

teachers'homes (2), in their schools (2), at another workplace (1), in a

Iibrary (1), and by telephone (1). The length of the interviews ranged

from fifty to ninety minutes.

6. Transcribing Interviews:

Audio-tapes of the interview were transcribed by the researcher and

randon segnents were verified as authentic and accurate by the Thesis

Advisor.

7 " .åssessing Lar¡guage Prof iciency:

Because oral English language proficiency was believed to be a.

factor in the career deve-l-opment of these teachers, Thesis Advisor,

Dr. Pat Mathews, was asked to use the audio-t,apes of the seven teachers

interviewed to evaLuat,e the oral language proficiency using A.C.T"F.L.

OraL Proficiency BatingÉZ Three teachers were ranked. as advanced hilhï

neaning that, according to this particular interview and scale, they
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function at a level " abfe'to satisfy wost work reEwirewents", while three

v¡ere ranked interøediate kigk (able to satisfy survival needs and linited

social demands). One teacher, according to the taped interview, r¡Ias found

to rank at a interwediate øid level (able to sat,isfy soÆ¡e survivaL needs

and sone linited social denands) " It appears that, there is a relationship

between the (oral English) language proficiency assessnent and the ]evel

of enploynent integration.? However, further study would be required to

determine which of the factors involved in language proficiency (discourse

Ievels, pronunciation) cone nost into play in a teachers employability.

8. Analyzing Intervie¡¿ Data:

The interview, designed in an attenpt to docunent in nore depth

select work-related . experiences raised in the questionnaire shed nore

light on nany concerns only superficial-Iy mentioned in the questionnaire

data.

Themes such as, concerns to the accreditation process, discussion

regarding re-certification, sacrifices nade in attenpting to secure a

teaching position in Manitoba, concerns about under-employment and

discrinination, selection practices, and others, were highlighted in the

typed transcripts and categorized in an attenpt to organize and discuss

individual issues. The interviews served to illuminate the accreditation,

cert,ificationo and job-seeking processes through which an innigrant

teacher, in this case a Filipino teacher¡ may proceed.

The issues raised in interview data were considered in light of

literature relating to accreditation in Canada/Manitoba, and of literature

on personal and systenic discrinination. Overall, the issues raised were

considered in Iight of literature on marginalization, ¿Lnd of a

political/analysis of the imnigration of foreign-trained professionals.
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Naøes given to Filipino teachers for t,he purpose of discussing the

interviews are fictitious nanes and any siwi.J.arity to naøes of Fil-ipino

teachers in Manitoba is purely coincidental.

B. IMMIGRAI{T 1'EACHERS IÌ{ MANITOEA

Recent immigrant teachers to Manitoba (those arriving since the 1982

restrictions on selected workers to Canada) have entered Canada

predominatel-y (44 per cent) in the Fawil"y Class category (which suggests

that their skills have not been in high demand but that they were adnitted

on the basis df faøiLy re-unificat,ion), and in the Refugee class (42 per

cent). Only 12 per cent have been ad¡nitted as Independents and 2 per cent

as Assisted Relatives (canada, Employnent and Innigration, Landed

Immigrant Dat,a system, 1983-1987). seventy-four percent of these same

inmigrant teachers were classified as the Principal Applicants while 25

per cent entered as the spouses of principaJ- applicants. A very few (4

per cent) had a pre-arranged teaching position. Of the group of inmigrant

teachers arriving since 1982, 31 per cent cane fron Europe, 19 per cent

fron Asia & the Pacific, 17 per cent fron south & central America, 15 per

cent fron the U.s., 1'4 per cent fron Asia & the Midd1e East, and 5 per

cent fron the U.K. The majority, i.e" 56 per cent, were K,/Elenentary

teachers, about 30 per cent were secondary teachers of acadenic subjects,

while the renaining 14 per cent taught in special-ized areas at both levels

(with no particular special"ty standing out as high-deøand) (canada,

Employnent and Inmigration, L¿nded Innigrant Data systen, 1gB3-1987).
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C. PROFILE OF FIT,IPINO-TR.åINM TE.ACTTMS TN MÀNITOB.å:

Reflective of Philippine innigration to Canada and Manitoba in

general, the majority of Philippine-trained teachers noÌv living in

Manitoba arrived in the years inmediately following the Marcos takeover in

1972 wíth 21 per cent of the respondents arriving in the year 1972 and 55

per cent imnigrating between 1972-1976. (During t,he entire 1980's,

according to available data, less than ten Filipinos inmigrated to Canada

and Manitoba stating " teachef' as the intended occupation. ) During the

peak inmigration period in the early 1970's, nany Filipino t,eachers nay

have expected to find a teacher shortage in Canada since, as recently as

three or four years previously, immigrant teachers had been recruited to

fiII teacher vacancies due to the increased student enrolnent of the post-

w&r "baby booners". However, by the nid 1970's these students had

graduated fron high school and a large nunber of then r{ere teachers

Iooking for jobs themselves. In fact, the year before the heaviest

innigration of Filipinos to Canada (1971), the number of innigrant

teachers adnitted to Canada was cut in half and the nunbers of adnissions

decreased to the late 1970's (See Appendix 24.1).

Despite the fact that there has been a teacher surplus for more than

fifteen years, sone weight nust been given t,o the "enployment-related"

capability (Canada, 1983:14) of innigrant, teachers at this time, as

evidenced by the fact that 40 per cent of the Filipino teachers resllonding

to the questionnaire stated that they entered Canada in the Independent,

innigration category3. It was interesting to note that while 34 per cent

of the fenale respondents inmigrated as independents, & nuch snal-ler

proportion of nen feII into this category (wit,h the najority entering as

assisted rel,atives). Finding a higher proportion of wonen in the
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independent category was surprising as much of the literature on innigrant

wonen in Canada suggests that there are three dependent, wonen innigrants

for every independenú innigrant woman entering Canada (Estable, 1986) and

that nost of the s¡wnsored innigrant r{ornen have been sponsored by their

husbands. It was thought that a higher percentage of the male FiLipino

teachers may have been encouraged to apply as independents but this was

not the case (t,he sanpling of nale teachers wa,s very small N=7). In

addition, over half of both the female and nale teachers (58 per cent

fenales, 60 per cent nales) were c-onsidered the principal applicant for

the family which suggests that either the occupation of "teacher" was felt

to hold significant status (to be ¡nint-rewarding) or perhaps that fenale

Filipino innigrants (or this particular group of Filipino fenale innigrant

teachers) is sonewhat different fron " the norn" in terns of their

occupational-immigration status. The fact that approximat,eJ.y 60 per cent

of all t,he respondents were the principal applicants and that aII are

teachers may be sonewhat nisleading as it has becone clear that sone of

these teachers innigrated with stated " intended occupation " being one

other than "teacher"; for instance, sone indicated that they entered as

garnent workers. In 12 per cent of the cases, the principal applicant to

imnigrate hTas a nurse, I per cent were garnent workers and other principal

applicants included tradespeople and other highly-skilled workers.

In terms of post-secondary education, aII had conpleted a four year

(41. per cent) or a fiye yeer (59 per cent) college or universiúy progran.

Of the group, a1l but three (90 per cent in tot,al), graduated fron

institutions which are menbers of the International Association of

Universities and therefore recognized internationally4,

Fifty-five percent of this group currently hold a. pernanent
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professional Manitoba teachers' certificate, 10 percent have a provisional

certificate, and 35 per cent hold no Manitoban certification. As it was

not asked directly on Lhe questionnaire, it is difficult to ascertain

which teachers ended up teaching in the north due to lack of &ccess in the

cities but examining the Manitoban work experience requested in the

questionnairese it appears that, except for two or three who are known to

have begun as contract teachers in Winnipeg, the øajority of presentLy-

certified teachers once taught owtside of Winnipeg,
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1"

NOTES

However, an acknowledged Iinitation to this study is that it
docunents Filipino teachers' experiences and perceptions (as
conveyed in individual, single interviews) and does not include "the
other side of the story": ie. school adninistrators'points of view)
so for purBoses here, any discussion of the adninistrators'
viewpoints vis-a-vis " iøøigraat tea,chers" cones fron previous
discússion (Young & Elliott, 1986) ' fron schooÌ division policy
(Appendix A, ), and fron other related literature.

The criteria fron the ACTFL OraI Language Proficiency Scale
(developed by the Anerican Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages)
r{as applied after the interviews were recorded, in an attempt to
nake an assessnent of oral English language proficiency. There was
no actual, authentic, oral proficiency interview conducted.

The three teachers rated at an advaaced were employed in
'professional' capacities (two as fully qualified teachers and one
in a profession outside of teaching). The four teachers, rated as
functioning at an internediate leveI of oral proficiency were
enployed as "less" than fully-qualified teachers ( in para-
professional, more narginalized positions).

See discussion in Chapt,er 2, which alludes to the fact that
innigrant teachers are seen as flexible labour - they are well-
educated yet possibly not so fixed in their occupation that they are
not re-trainable.

The Ontario Ministry of Education recognizes membership in the
International Association of Universities for accreditation
purposes. Education Manitoba does not utilize such nenbership
criteria for accreditation purposes but rel-ies on assessment made by
the University of Manitoba (for academic evaluation) and reviews
cases individually in terns of teaching-preparation ( Interview with
Victor Tet,rauLt, Education Manitoba).

o
Lo

o

4.

5.
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CHAPTEB FOTTB

FIÌ{DINGS: ISSTJES TT{ CERTTFICATION" SELECTION, ^AI{D CÁBEER DEVELOPffiNT

The purpose of this chapter is, first, to present a description of
the data collected, both from the thirty-four questionnaires returned and

from the seven in-dept,h foLlow-up interviews with Filipino teachers in
Manitoba, and second, by reviewing the literature and using current

Department of Education policy, ( interviews with educational

administrators at Manitoba Education, University of Manitoba, and Winnipeg

SchooL Divisions) and other avaiÌable information relating to the teaching

profession in Manitoba, to attenpt to organize and present an analysis of
the data, This discussion will be structured by grouping infornation into
three broad areas: Certification, Recruitment and Selectionu and Career

Developnent, in order to exanine significant themes arising fron the data.

In regards to Certification, accreditation or faiLure to recognize

oversea"s credent,ials was the nain concern of Filipino teachers with the

perception of arbitrariness in t,he assessnent process also constituting a

najor issue. AdditionaJ-ly, what anounted to a. cost-benefit anaLysis

applied to the decision as to whet,her to conplete re-certification
requirenents, was a significant factor in the issue of Certification and

Re-Training.

The issues in Recruitnent and Selection are prinarily issues of
enploynent equity and nulticul-tural education. They involve networking
(t,o becone 'knownt to employers) and @arginal-ization (being kept outside
the nainstrean work environnent).

LastLy, what arose from the Career data was a large degree of
@argina,Lization and øoveøent frow the north and rural Ereas of Manitoba

into Winnipeg, the large urban centre of Manitoba.

Before presenting t,he date on Certification it, is first necessary t,o

contextualize the Filipino teachers' experiences in the light of the

shifting certification requirenent of the past two decades"
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CEBTIFTCÅTION

A. INTRODUCTiON/ TEACHER OERTIFICATION TN MANITOBA

During the time period of interest to this study, 1965 - 1989,

teacher certification requirements in Manitoba have become progressively

nore denanding (see Table 4.1)" These changes have added to the confusion

and uncertainty described by Filipino teachers who have had their
credentials eval-uated quite differentLy at, different points in time.
(Table 4.5 and corresponding discussion). I{hi]e the attainnent of a

university degree was neither required nor the norm for public school

teachers in the 1960'sl, a Bachelor of Education degree or its equivalent

has been a requisite for teacher certification since 19822.

Presently, a Manitoba permanent professional certificate, entitling
a teacher to teach any subject at any grade level fron kindergarten to
grade 12 inclusive, wiII be issued to a person who:

1. ) is a graduate of a Manitoba university and hol-ds a Bachelor of
Education degree;

2,) holds a provisional professional certificate issued prior to
September, 1987 and completes two years of successful teaching
experience with superintendent approval or 30 hours of
education courses in addition to those required for a
provisional certif icate.

3. ) is a graduate of a university outside of Manitoba and either:(i) holds a four year Bachel-or of Education degree or
equivalent, or;(ii) holds an undergraduate degree or equivalent plus a two-
year-after-a first-degree Bachelor of Education, or
equivalent. (Educational Adninistration Act E10, 1982)

Teachers trained outside of Manitoba, wishing to be certified in the

province, must present their credentials to the Teacher Certification

Branch of the Departnent of Education (Education Manitoba) for eval-uation.

According to the Education Adninistration Act (1982), the Certificat,ion

Branch is responsible for:

(a) the evaluation of teachers' qualifications for certification
purposes, and upon certification, for teacher saJ-ary
cl-assif icat,ion purposes and;

(b) the issuance of statenents of professional qualifications of
teachers.
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The criteria initiaì.ly applicabJ-e to overseas-trained teachers

(criteria "3" above) requires t,hat Manitoba Education deternine whether or

not a particular "international" degree is equivalent to a Manitoba B.Ed.

degree, Equivalency is deternined by the Departnent of Education on the

basis of the following three criteria:

(1) t,hat degree attained is from a recognized institution;

(2) that a teacher hap a 4 year recoÊnized proÉran bevond a
"Érade 12" Ievel:3 -

(3) that the progran of study include 2 vears professional
education, including student teaching and leading to
certification or ¡vhatever docunentation is required to teach
public school in the country in which it was attained.

Manitoba has reciprocal agreenents for the purpose of teacher

certification with five other Canadian provinces: Ontario' Quebec, New

Brunswick, Newfoundland, and Nova Scotia. Because Manitoba requires a two

year professional conponent of its B.Ed. progran, teacher candidates from

neighboring provinces such as Saskatchewan (those requiring only one year

professional training) are ineligible for Manitoba certification without

further education. Teachers innigrating fron the United States are often

found to be adequately qualified in terns of academic coursework but

lacking professional coursework. Teachers fron ot,her countries who meet

certification requirenents in terms of yee,rs of schoLariúy (nunber of

years of progran beyond what, is considered a grade 12 level), who graduate

fron a recognized university4, and who meet the professional requirements

(2 years plus student teaching leading to certification to teach in the

countiy of origin) nay not have credentiaLs recognized if grddes at

gra.duation are below a specif ied G.P.4.5.
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ouFlow c[IARTo' of

TABIE 4. tr.

MANITOBA 1'EACHER CERTI FICATIO¡{ REQUIRM{ENTS

MANITOBA REQUIRWEI{TS

Letter
of

Authority

**"1st Class Certificate"
Class Class Class

1 2 3
Class

4
CIass

5
Cert.
Type

Date

*high
30
Credit
Hours

60-
Credit
Hours
(30 -
Academic
+30-
Cert. )

1st
CIass

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
t97r

7972
1 973
797 4
1 975
1 976
1977
1978

60-
Credits
(as
above )

***
90-
Credit
hours

2e.3
year
certs.
common

1 979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

*Iow 120
Credit
Hours

4 year
B. Ed./

Pern.
Prof.
Cert.

198 7
1988
1 989

150
Credits
(90 Bach
& Degree
60 Ed.
Hours )

4 year
B. Ed,/
2 year
'After
Degree t

*Pernits/Letter of Authority: tenporary certificates issued to non-
quaLified (non university-trained) teachers. Nunbers peaked in 1967
(465). In 1979 (with teacher surplus), only 46 were issued.

**First, Class Certificat,es: provisional (for 2 years) certificates issued
to qualified teachers who have not conpleted a recognized university
degree. Prograns ranged in length fron 1 to 3 years.

***fii¡l¡¡n requirements for "prograns leading to certification" ranged
fron "1 yr.ed. * 1 yr"cert." courses in 1976 to "3 yrs.ed. + 1 yr. certo"
in 1979 due to the upconing B.Ed. requirenent in 1982.
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B. ASSESSMENT:

The data on the assessment of overseas credentials is taken from

responses (N=34) t,o the questionnaire returned by Filipino teachers in

Manitoba.

The issue of the assesspent of overseas credent,ial-s was identified

most frequently by Filipino teachers as a barrier to entering the

profession in Manitoba. It was considered a barrier by 97l' of teachers

responding to the guestionnaire (TabLe 4.2) "

IABIB 4"2

BECOGNITION OF OVERSEAS CBEDEI{TIATS AS A BABBIER
TO BESTIMING TEACHTNG CAREEB IIü ÞÍAÌ{ITOBA.

To what extent is this barrier? Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacl-e TOTAT

Failure to recognize overseas
credentials. Nuøber

Pencentage

1 I 25 34

.rq
24?6 74'l *101%

* Total percentages may vary fron 100% because of rounding.

Becognition of Oyerseas credentia-ls was a barrier over the entire

tine period of interest (1965 - 1988) but proved even nore so with the

progressively more stringent certification requirements and teacher

oversupply (nid 1970's). Between 1973 and 1986 all teachers experienced

øajor obstacles in having credentials recognized (lab1e 4.3). One teacher

assessed in 1986 v¡as given a provisional certificate on the basis that he

had 18 years scholarity (See Table 4.4). (The other teacher arriving post

1986 stated experiencing only 'ninor obstacles' on Lhe questj-onnaire but

when interviewed spoke of this issue as a major obstacle).
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T^ABTE 4.3

OVERSE-Af¡ CREDENTIALS and DATE of ARRML

DATE OF ARRIVAL
Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle TOTAI

1965 - 1972 7 (41%) 10 (5e%) L7

1973 - 1978 12 ( loou ) 72

1979 - 1986 3(100u) 3

Post 1986 1 (5ox) 1 (50u) 2

TOTAL: 1 I 25 34

ßecognit,ion of oversea,s credent,ials was seen as a problen for

Filipino teachers graduating with a,l,l levels of education (Table 4,4),

However, it appears that teachers with a "middle range" education (5 years

of post-secondary education) perceive the most difficulty in having their

credentials recognized.

TABLE 4.4

YEARS of SCHOLARITY a¡d RECOGNITION
of OVERSEAÍ| CREDEIITIAIS

Years of Scholarity
10 Yrs. of Post-secondary Ed.
( Prinary/Secondary)

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle

TOTAI,

L4
15
16
18

0(-)
0(-)
0(-)
1 (sox)

3 (277()
0(-)
2 (33%)
0(-)

8
I
4
1

(73'.,)
( 1oo% )
(66u)
( 50%)

11
I
6
1

TOTAT: 1 5 21 26

(Total Years of SchoLariúy was recorded bV 26 of the 34 teachers).

In terns of people hoJ-ding two or øore Aniversity degrees, Table 4.5

suggests that, as night be expected, they experienced slightLy less of an

obstacle than those who graduated with one" However, the data indicates
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that more than 70 per cent of these teachers, too, report,ed difficulties

in having t,heir credent,ials recognized.

TABTE 4.5

RECOGIEITIOT{ of OVERSE^AÍ¡ CRÐEI{TIALS as an OBSTACTE
by

NUTdBER of UNIVRSITY DEGBEES

University Degrees
from Philippines

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle TOTAI,

1 5 (24r\ 16 (76?(\ 21 ( 100% )

2 1 (10%) 2 (20'.,) 7 (7li6',) 10 ( 100% )

TOTAI,: 1 7 23 31

(The number of university degrees was recorded by 31 or the 34 students).

In the Philippines, children generally complete prinary school in

six years and high school in four allowing then to graduate fron high

school after ten years (albeit lengthier school semesters) in the

education systen" The Manitoba Departnent, of Education assesses overseas

credentials on the basis of "grade twel-ve equivalencf' (see EquivaLencf

& Years of schol-arity Table 4,4) and since Filipino students general'ly

graduate fron high school after a period of ten years, the Department has

deternined that high school graduation in the Philippines is the

equivalent of Grade 10 in Manitoba. As a result, an additional two years

of university or college are required to attain what is considered "grade

12 equivalency". Therefore, teachers who have conpleted a four year

universit,y degree are seen as having only two yeers beyond grade 12 l-evel

and consequently, renain deficient (in terns of course hour equivalency to

a Manitoba B.Ed. ) by two years (60 credit hours) of university coursework.
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The issue of years of scholarity (Table 4.4) was brought up in the

interviews on a nunber of occasions. For exanp]-e, Cora (fictitious name)

saw it Lhis way:

They gave me two years out of the four years for my degree
fron the Philippines because we're nissing two years in high
school, so Í¡e need two nore years to get a degree here, do you
know what I nean? But the twelve credit hours [Departnent of
Educat,ion assessment of course requirementsl iust certified me

to teach here, not gfiving ne a degree here.
(Cora re 1974 assessnent)

Two other teachers surveyed, one only by questionnaire and the

second in an interview as well, stated that they had been given no advance

standing (university credit) whatsoever for their post-secondary education

in the Philippines. One teacher who had a total of seventeen years of

scholarity, who had graduat,ed fron a university recognized by the

Internationa.L Association of Universities, and had twenty-four years of

teaching experience in the Philippines, (some at the colLege level),

reported that she Ì.Ìas classif ied as a " grade t,en graluate" after

presenting transcripts and records to the Departnent of Education.

Another with a Bachelor of Science in Education and a Masters in SocioLogy

explained in the interview that she was classified by Manitoba Education

as " equivalent to a Manitoba high school- graduatd',

I had my transcripts evaluated by the Department, of Education
and it was only equivalent to grade twelve...Even with ny
Masterst, it is only equivalent to grade twelve. i &n
thinking, "what??" I didn't take any steps, incJ.uding to the
university, Inone] except having my transcripts assessed,
because the Department of Education had already inforned ne
that ny transcripts are only given the equivalent of grade
tweLve. (DeIia's (fictitious nane) 1988 assessnent)
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As becones evident, even teachers acquiring sixteen years of

accredited schoLariúy (equated as four years beyond grade twelve) as weII

as those holding an education plus a second degree fron an accredited

institution are not always given full credit, for their credentials" Only

one teacher responding to the questionnaire, one r¿ith eight years of

university education (6 years beyond graÅe 12 equivaleacy) was

autonatically issued a Manitoba Teacher Certification in 1988, neaning it

would expire if the individual did not obtain a teaching job (See Tables

4,3 &L 4.4) and the certificate remained provisional.

Other teachers wíth grúuate courses (fifteen and sixteen years of

scholarity) had to complete the sane certification requirenents as

teachers with fourteen years, that is sixty credits towards a Manitoba

B.Ed. (See Table 4,4 Years of SchoLarity).

Although overseas-trained teachers may apply credit for additional

university degrees obtained towards salary classification, once a Manitoba

teaching certificate has been obtained, the maximum credits allowable as

advanced standing (transferable towards a Manitoba Bachelor of Ed. ) is 60

credits (or 2 years). Therefore, anyone required to complete a Manitoba

B.Ed, since 1982 has had to conplete 60 credits of coursework.

There are provisions in place for transferring in a portion of &

Masters progran to conplete a University of Manitoba M.Ed., even though

credit must 'fit into' the requisites of the prescribed program. However,

graduate l-evel- courses completed in the Philippines by the teachers

interviewed were not, applied to a master's program at the tUniversity of

Manitoba.
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I argued that I had finished most of the courses in my M"Ed.
progran ...but they don't look at that. I had to do it over.

No, I don't know why they are so sticky with Master's - they
don't even touch that, they didn't count any of then, they
onJ-y count,ed the two years lof undergraduate work] so that's
what Irm fighting for,..I see the unfairness there but I tried
and nothing's happening so I don't know. I tried to write to
t,he Director of Certification there and they would say, "take
it to the university' and the university couJ-dn't count that -
this has been for nany years, from so long aÉo¡ so nany
reasonsr yoü know.

( Cora )

What follows (Table 4.6) is a sumnary of the varying advaace

standing given to the seven teachers interviewed: With no difference in

terns of nunbers of years of scholarity6, nor in the degree att,ainedl,

credentials assessed in 1972 were found to be deficient six credit hours

of university coursework, whereas a teacher (with essential-ly the sane

credentials) assessed two years later, in 1974, was required to conplete

12 credit hours at a Manitoba university, as was a teacher graduate from

a Philippine Normal College8 who=u credentiaLs were assessed in 1975. In
1978, the education of a Filipino teacher with the same educational

0

background' as t,he 19TZ and L974 assessnents and with more years of

scholarity than the three assessed in the early 1970's, was required to

conplete 30 credit hours to meet certification requirenents. f{hether this
is in fact arbitrary or whether it only appears arbitrary is difficul-t to

deternine even by looking at changing certification requirenents (See

Table 4.1). Not having specific, in-depth evidence, such as a breakdown

in the coursework of an individual Filipino teacher, it is not possibl-e to

sey that these assessnents were in fact subjective and arbitrary.

However, there seens to be adequate evidence to suggest that the

application of criteria for teacher certification aBpears

arbitrary/confusing to those most directly affected, teachers trained

outside of Canada"
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TÁBLE 4"6

CEBTI FI CÂTION RESUIBM{ENTS
PERCEIVÐ BARRIERS and PROFESSIO¡{AL ST.A,TUS

of FITIPINO TEACHERS I¡{TERVIEWED

Year
Assessed

Degree/Years
Scholarity

Retraining
Bequired

Barriers
Perceived

Cert.
Type

Credit
Teaching

1, Dante*

( 1e68 )

B. A.
B.Sc.Ed"
15 years

10 nonths Lack of credit
for Ed. & Exp.
Discrinination
No Aff.Act.Pol

1969t'Ed.1tt

1975:
pern.
(8. Ed. )

1 year
(4.5 yrs
ex" in
Philip.

2. Nena*

(r972\

B. Sc. Ed.
i.4 years

6 Credits
to cert.

Lack of
financi¿l
support,

1974
"BlAz"
(provis. )

4 years
(4 yr.
ex. in
Philip.

3. Joy*
( 1e73 )

( 1e81 )

B. Sc. Ed.

14 years

6 nonths

2 years -
60 Credits

Financial
FaniIy
Tine restrict.

4, Cora8

( 1e74 )

B. Sc. Ed"
14 years

12 credits

I{ork,/Study
at sane tine
No guarantees
of job

1975:
Class

1976:
Class

1979:
B. Ed.

L986:
M. Ed.

2

J

10 yrs,
(13 yrs.
ex. in
Phi 1 ip.

5.
Anel-ita*

( 1e75 )

B. Sc. Ed.
Nornal Sc.

12 credits No guarantees
of job
Priority given.
Canadians

6.
Manuel*
( 1e78 )

(7s72)

B. Sc. Ed.

15.5 years

30

60

credits

credits

Discrinination 1988:
B. Ed.

( pern
prof )

7. Delia*
( 1e87 )

B. Sc. Ed.
M,A; (Soc)

16 years

120
credits
(4 yr.
prog. )

Ed. & exp. not
credited
Language
Financial
No guarantees

*AII nanes are fictitious. Any sinilarity to names of teachers in
Manitoba is purely coincidental.
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TABTE 4.7

In response to the questionnaire, over

teachers surveyed reported that they did go

Teacher Certif ication requirenents.

half of the Filipino
to conplete Manitoba

FITIPI¡{O TEACHEBS IIOTDING
MANITOBA TEACHING CERTIFICATES

ProvisÍonal Certificaúe

@
@ I Certificate 

ffi-.M
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Several- other important issues in Cert,ificaúion appeared fron the

interview data. One issue that became nore and nore prominent in

anaJ.yzing interview transcriptions was the fact that the Filipino teachers

interviewed perceived a great deal of arbitrariness in the

Accreditation/Certif ication process.

Although there nay or may not have been systematic application of

standardized requirenents to the seven Filipino teachers' assessnents (See

Table 4.6)' evidence from the teachers interviewed suggests that the

application of criteria for teacher certification appears

arbitra.ry/confusing Lo those most directly affected, teachers trained

outside of Canada.

In 1973' Joy (fictitious nane) was inforned by the Certification
Branch, that, because she "had very good credits", she wouLd be required

to take only " 6 øonths" retraining (no nunber of courses credits was

specified) " to acquaint @e on the Manitoba systeø of education" in order

to get a License to teach. when she inquired again (in writing) eight
years later, she received a letter informing her that she now required two

years (60 credits) to certify. In looking at the fLow chart of

certification requirements (Table 4.1 ) , one can see that Manitoba

Educat,ion had changed program requirenents fron a 3 year progran to a four

year requirenent t,he year previous to Joyts second assessnent. What the

issue seens to be in this case is that Joy wasntt nade aware of reasons

why she was now being asked to complete a greater nunber of courses.

When Manuel (f ictitious nane), to]-d earlier in 1978 to conplete one

year (30 credits) for certificat,ion, ret,urned to have his credentials re-

assessed in 1982' he w&s informed that he now required two years

retraining (60 credits). He did not understand why the assessnent had

been changed.
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The first time, I was given one yes,r to work on sone things to
get ny certification" ".but nobody told me that you could
borrow sone money for studies. . . I did not pursue
anything...when they evaluated my credent,ials for the second
tine, I needed two fuII years.

DeLia, assessed in 1987 was told that her credentials (including a

master's degree) would be considered the equivalent of grade 12, requiring

her therefore to conplete the equivalent of a conplete 4 years of study

(120 credit hours) in order to get a Manitoba teachers' certificate.

There appears to be very little explanation as to why she would be

required to conplete two more years of study then other Filipino teachers

with fewer years of scholarity.

In order to determine the acceptability of "off-shor,e" credentials,

the Departnent of Educationlo, has relied on the Registrar's Office of the

University of Manitoba, involving the use of such menberships as the

International Association of Universities and a range of other

aaf ar.ara"=. ll

Delia's ( Int,erview #7) understanding of her recent ( 1987 )

assessment fron Manitoba Education illustrates that in addition to and

despite the confusion that night exist, there nay also be a perception or

iøpression that an individual applicant lras little right to inforøat,ion or

recourse in relation to the assessnent of his/her own credentials. First,

she described the assessment process:

I didn't talk to enyone because I just went there and they
have this paper stat,ing ny records...that an education degree
from other cultures is equivalent to grade 12.

Her entire connunication with the Certification Branch was conducted

by nail, which raises t,he issue of the effectiveness of such infornation

exchange. Joy also received an assessnent solely by mail and as a result
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was uninformed and confused about the reasons her second assessnent (1982)

varied from an earlier one:

f wrote then a letter and they sent me a letter back, and they
said it is going to take me two years to take all the courses
they require las opposed to an earlier only one] to get a.

certificate ,.. just, a certificate something like a license to
teach ,..

Although individuals responsible for assessment both in the

Departnent of Education (Tetrault, 1989) and at the University of Manitoba

(Forrest, 1989) suggest that they nake attenpts to counseL individual

applicants and in most cases speak with candidates in person at soøe stage

of t,he process, it renains possible for an individual, applying for

teacher certification in the province of Manitoba, to conplete aII

necessary documentation by nail and never speak with another individual in

the departnent.

The second issue addressed by Delia and other t,eachers' (Cora and

Dante) experiences is one of self advocacy and of the belief in the

opportunity for effective recourse. The majority of the Filipino teachers

interviewed accepted the decision of t,he Departnent of Education as final,

not necessaril-y expecting explanations. I{hat appears to be unquestioned

acceptance is demonstrated in Deliats experience:

I had my transcripts evaluated by the Departnent of Education
and it was only equivalent to grade twelve.,.Even with ny
nasters', it is only equivalent to grade twelve. I am
thinking, "what??" I didn't take any steps, including to the
university, lnone] except having ny transcripts assessed,
because the Departnent of Educat,ion had already inforned ne- that ny transcript,s are only given the equivalent of grade
twelve. (1988 assessnent)
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Nena related:

WeIl, at first I felt Iike my degree back hone wasn't
considered at aII like it was just considered two years'
teachers t,raining even though I completed ny B.Ed. there Iin
Phil-ippines..Ibut] it didn't discourage me because I thought
maybe because they have a different school- systen here, that's
how I assessed nyself it didn't discourage me ..I said,
"oh well, fine"

Two teachers interviewed who attenpted to contest decisions nade by

the Certification Branch had this to say:

. . . I see the unfairness there but I tried and nothing is
happening so I don't know. I tried to write to the Director
of Certification there and they would say, "take it to the
university' and the university coul-dn't count that - this has
been for nany years, from so long ago, so nany reasonsr you
know. (Cora)

The department of Ed...they didn't understand ¡ny case...
sonetimes they just referred it to the secretary or whoever
and t,hey don't really understand our systen in the
Philippines. . . (Dante).

At present, there is no review or appeal nechanisn for either

certification and/or recognition of prior t,eaching experience at the

Department of Education nor for assessment

(accreditation) at Manitoban universiti"=l?.

of prior learning

Another issue raised was that the lack of professional security

experienced by many of the Filipino teachers interviewed led then to

consider pursuing further university studies

Cora has completed studies beyond what she needed in order to

certify because:

I have to keep up, to be abl-e to conpete...lbecause] I am ner{
here, I have to work doubly hard, harder than people who have
finished their degrees here.

Dante feIt, that his "upgrading" improved his nobility:

I was confident because I already had my special ed.
certificate. . . I was constantJ-y up-grading myself
professionally so after my B.Ed. I started ny naster's
progran. . .
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When faced with the increasing teacher surpJ.us in the 1970's and the

additíonal insecurity of movement betiveen school divisions (short-term

contracts, probationary contracts, and loss of seniority within a

division), a teacher with less than a perøanent teaching certificate had

very few guarantees that his/her professional status and employnent were

secure, First, CLass certificates (See Table 4.3) were issued on an

interiø or provisional basis, neaning that the certificate could be

rescinded without due process duríng a tine period of two years, after

which, upon completion of "successful teaching experience", it becane

pernanent, if aII conditions were r"tl3. Teachers holding perøanent First

Class Certificates (See Table 4.3), that is, certification obtained

without a Bachelor of Education, prior to the 1982 B.Ed. requirement, (and

meeting other requirenents such as Canadian citizenship) have not needed

to conplete a B.Ed. to retain their teaching certificates. Pernanent

certification was considered so crucial by one teacher that she endured a

stay in a comnunity in which violent disruptions had forced other teachers

to resign i

I nanaged to stay up until June and at that time I asked the
superintendent to give ne a recommendation to get a permanent
certificate.

Filipino teachers certified without a Manitoba B.Ed. teaching in the

province during the fifteen year period prior to the 1982 change in

regulations retained only temporary (provisionaL) certificates until they

acquired Candian citizenship (a period of ' up to five y.""")l{. One

t,eacher noted:

". . . f got my citizenship, at which case I also got my
pernanent certificate. Because it's a requirement, they gave
ne a r{arning that if I don't get pernanent certification they
wiII take ny certificate away from ne. "
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Nena, (fictitious n&me) already with eight years teaching experience

in the north expected that having a Manitoba university degree would

increase her chances of teachinÊ employrment in Winnipeg, and with this in

mind, she started applying to I{innipeg school divisions i.n 1-983, after she

conpleted her B.Ed. requirenents:

...because I thought, 'welÌ maybe they wiII consider this
B.Ed...but I don't hear them ...

Because of concern over the lack of iob securityl5, and perhaps to

"keep up with the coøpetit,ion", all three Filipino teachers enployed in

Manitoba school divisions in the 1970's (Cora, Dante, and Nena) acquired

Manitoba B.Ed. degrees by studying during periods of teaching enploynent,

by completing between 55 and 60 hours of credit in both Education and Arts

& Sciences coursework. As aII three of these certified teachers were

working in the north while completing B.Ed. requirements, coursework had

to be completed in the sumner nonths, and one teacher took a yearts unpaid

l-eave to finish the requirements.

FoIlowing 7982, when to certify in Manitoba neant hoLding a Bachel-or

of Education or equivalent, aII Manitoba graduates, except those not

hoJ.ding Canadian citizenshipl6 automatically received a Pernanent

ProfessionaL certificate. For Canadian citizens, the only probationary

periods are the ones established by the enploying school- divisions, with

the result being that for Canadian citizens only, these probationary

periods have affected employment but not certification itselflï.

ALI of the infornation gJ.eaned fron surveying Filipino teachers in

Manitoba demonstrated that teachers considering pursuing re-certification

requirements had conplex decisions to nake.
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B" RE-CERTIFtrCÂTTON: RETRAINING IN MANiTOBA

Having been told that their existing credentials required up-

grading, respondents to the Questionnaire identified several obstacLes to

pursuing re-training requirements. Time required to complete re-

certification requirenents posed an obstacle to the greatest percentage of

teachers, Subject re-certification followed by a lack of available

supports were also najor concerns.

T.ABIE 4.8

BARRIERS to COMPLETING RE-TBAINII{G RESUIRffiIENïS

To what extent is this an in-
portant barrier to pursuing
career in Manitoba?

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacfe

TOTAI,

Re-Certi fication
in Subject area/
Canadian content

I (24%) 11 (33%) L4 (42%) 32 (99%)*

Re-Certification
in teaching nethods/
student teaching

t2 (362) 11 (33%) 10 (30%) 33 (99%)x

Tine required to obtain
accred/certi fication

3 (s%) L4 (44%) 15 (47%) 32 (100%)

Required courses unavailable 13 (47%) L2 (38%) 7 (22%) 32 (100%)

Lack of supports 10 (30%\ 10 (30%) 13 (3e%) 33 ( 99%)*

* Total percentages nay vary fron 100% because of rounding.

(i) .A "Cost-Benef it, Analysis"

Once experienced teachers arrive and settle in Manitoba and conplete

the assessnent of their credentials, they nust weigh their desire to

resune their chosen c&reer against the cosús (financial as well as fanily,

tine required, etc, ) of conpleting prescribed re-training prescribed.
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In order to pursue university studiesl8, prospect,ive studenls,

particularly adult students with famiLies to supportr mâV require sup¡nrts

of sone kind, whether they be the provision of chil-dcare or student loans.

Seventy percent of questionnaire respondents felt that a l-ack of

supgnrts (see Table 4.8 on preceding page) was an obstacle to the perusal

of a teaching career in Manitoba. A lack of supporÉs appears to have been

nore of a concern for teachers arriving during the period when

certification requirements were being " stepped up" (throughout the Iate

1970's and 1980's). Seventy-five per cent experienced difficulties in the

1973 - 1978 period.

TABTE 4.9

IACK of SUPKRTS as a BARRIER
to REÏRAINING

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle TOTAI,

1965 - 1972 5 (362) 6 (43%) 3 (2t%) L4 (100%)

1973 - 1978 3 (25i¿) i (8%) I (67%) t2 ( 100%)

1979 - 1986 2 (5016) 1 (25%) r (25%) 4 ( 100%)

Post 1986 2 (700%) 2 (100%)

TOTAT: 10 10 L2 32

Of the seven teachers interviewed only one (Dante) received funding

fron the university he attended for re-training and a1l others, except

Nena, who required only six credit hours in order to certify, found that

the financiaL costs necessary to pursue re-training posed a. wqjor

obstacfe"
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But then Iafter hearing of the anount of retraining required] .

I didn't go for it because you know, f came and then I had ny
plane ticket to pay, I had ny apartnent to pay ... my sister
(a garment worker) cannot afford to send ne, " " Joy

I cannot have a full-tine job and study too because you know,
I am by nyself and I need an income... I inquired about a study
Ioan and I was told that I have to be here for two years
before I can have a study loan" Delia

, Manuel expressed the fact that he didntt return for re-training

after his initial assessnent due to the fact that no one told him about

student loun"l9 and he couldn't afford not to retain his full-time sa]àry.

Delia, arriving on her own, as an "independent" innigrant,, related:

I have no one to support ne. If I was with ny friends or
whatever when I came here or with ny fanily... ' maybe I would

Manuelbe able to pursue my studies...

Because of a strong urge to pursue their chosen careers, all three

non-certified teachers interviewed said they would complete retraining

requirenents if given sone financial- assistantcez

If I can geL a subsidy to help me go through school, I can
quit ny job for a couple of years, so I'LI do it, I'll go for
it. (Joy)

Amelita began her retraining while shuffling two jobs but eventually

found it too difficult and now says:

I'n hoping that I could get sone help because if I go to
school, in ny mind, I need to be off work . . .because I find
it hard working full-tine and at t,he sane time, going to
school.

Subject, Re-certification posed an obstacle to seventy-five percent

of the respondents (Table 4.8, 33% minor and 42i." najor). Being required

to re-do aII courses in a particuì-ar teachable subject proved most

problematic for those arriving post 1979, when teacher certification

applicants were being required to conplete a Manitoba Bachelor of
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Educat,ion in order to certify. Joy felt that she already has adequate

course training:

I think I have basically the same credits that teachers take
here in Manitoba. Because I an a language teacher, Itve taken
a lot of language courses...

Even though the equivalency of his coursework was not establ-ished,

Dante had this to say about required coursework in subject areas he had

previously covered in his Philippine University education:

Sone [of the courses] I'd taken back home already-like basic
psychology Education courses, Foundations Icourses],
Philosophical Foundations, Sociological Foundations ... I took
then back home and I took sone graduate courses in them too
so. . . although I wouldn't say they rlrere boring, they were
repetitive.

Another obstacle to retraining is the length of tine required to

conpJ-ete certification requisites. Over ninety percent of the thirty-two

respondents stated that time required to complete accreditation and

certification was a barrier to pursuing their teaching career in Manitoba.

Recognition of overseas credentials was more of an obstacle for

teachers arriving after more stringent requisites were put in place.

Following 1979, aJ-I teachers perceived the length of time required to

retrain as an obstacle. Alnost seventy per cent of teachers arriving

after 1972 found retraining tine to be a najor obstacle as compared to

only 21 per cent, 1972 or earlier.
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TABTE 4" 1-O

LENGTÍI of TIffi to COMPLETE BBQUIRWENTS
as a BARRIEB to BBTRAINING

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle TOTAT

L965 - L972 2 G4%) I (64%\ 3 (211() t4

1973 - 1978 1 (8%) 4 (37%) 8 (62%) 13

1979 - 1986 3(1oo%) 3

Post 1986 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2

TOTAI,: 3 L4 15 32

Given the nore denanding certification requirements, it is not

surprising that time was nore of a constraint to teachers arriving after

7973, Unlike earlier periods of teacher denandr Filipino teachers

arriving in the 1970's were required to conplete aII requisites prior to

teaching (whereas sone arriving earlier were given fetters of authority or

pernits allowing them to teach before retraining).

Teachers interviewed talked of shock and disappointnent at learning

how long it would take them to complete certification requirenents:

Teaching is nore of a fulfilling job for ne, you know, so if
I were a certified teacher...I'd rather go into teaching than
lpresent jobJ. But if t,hey would require ne such a long time
to study, that's sonething I cannot do.

(Joy)

dg'e cones into play as a factor when considering the "cosús" versus

the "benefits" of resuming study. Given the fact that the teachers

studied have already completed university training and have nade the move

and adjustnent into a new country prior to beginning work on Manitoba re-

certification requirenents, one would expect then to be sonewhat oLder
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thayt first-tiøe'conventional' Manitoba-raised Facul-ty of Education

students. As Table 4.11- indicates, the average age of these teachers, aú

arrival- in Canada, was 3L years (with approximately 50 per cent older and

50 per cent younger than the average age). The majority (60%) are between

the ages of 27 - 42, which night be considered prine 'chil-d-raising'

years,

TABTE 4" 1-1

FIIIPIhIO TEACHERS IN MANITOBA

Within the factor of ege comes naturally the factor of faniJ-y

commitnent: chiLd care arrangements, nortgage payments, etc. The reaì.ity

of studying while raising a family often translates into working part-tine

and studying part-tine. With age comes as well- nore scepticisn that upon

conpletion of certification requirenents (often se-¡eral years 'down the

AGE at ABRML
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road' with people with family connitnents), whether one will actual-Iy be

considered " a co@@odity in deøand'. Delia related the fact that, her age

has affected her decision not to pursue studies at this time: "...If I

T.ras younger, maybe I would pursue ny studies, but as I an t,aking a job

nowo..t' Health as it is related to age can prove an obstacle, as in

Anelita's case; additionally adjustment to a new country, to weather and

sociaL conditions and returning to school at the sane tine is more

difficult for a forty year old than for a twenty year old.

( ii) "No Guarantees"

Despite their continued interest in resuning their chosen work as

teachers, aJ-I three non-Manitoba-certified Leachers expressed some doubts

and reservation about what actually conpleting the retraining requirenents

for certification would translate to in terms of enploynent.

Joy asks: How'grimt is my chance to become a teacher? ,., if
I'11 have a good chance if ever I pursue ny career, how big is
ny chance about getting into teaching? If I would be
assured that I can get a very good teaching position if i
pursue rny studies, then I'Il probably go for it...but I'd like
to find out firstr Vou know? Because I can go for studies
tomorrow ... and then find out after...

I perceive that if I do this, tifl I can finish my
education courses-I think it's quite vague-that's what I am
thinking. I should say that I have heard others say - that
if ever I get a certificate, I am going to be sent far.

(DeIia)

Even if you do get a certificate, there is no guarantee that
you'l] be taken in. (Amel-ita)

Cora, who is now certified, renembers the doubts she had

throughout her universit,y re-training:

...I was going to school but not really clear, you know about
whether I'm going to have a teaching position. It was
vague...I went hone at eleven otclock thinking, "r{hatts going
to happen??"
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Fitipino teachers expressed concerns of discriøinatiom' reporting

that they felt "their own lManitoba born and trained] products" would be

given preferential treatnent and three teachers aJ-so expressed the view

that imnigrant teachers are autonatically sent out of the city. One

teacher reported:

"What I notedr for innigrants .."they send then out, of the city!"

Evidently, the re-training cosús to these off-shore trained teachers

involve monetary expenses as weÌl as tine conmitnents: individuals often

have to hold down full-tine jobs while studying; aÊe¡ health and fanily

comnitnents all cone into play, and, finally, there are no grerentees that

even when one does conpJ-ete the certification requirements, there will be

a teaching position available to the re'certified teacher" Teachers

considering re-training requirenents expressed Less-than-opt,iøistic

concerns about obtaining teaching enploynent aft,er conpl-eting Manitoba

teaching certification requisites. Such costs appear sonewhat higher and

definitely more risky than the costs a nore conventiona-l young, Canadian-

born Faculty of Education student nay have to pay'

II

1.1

BECRUITMENT A¡{D SETECTION

INTRODUCTION:

The Enesúions of interest in this section are:

(i) Do school divisions presently take the path of lea.st resistence¡

using "existing methods of assessnent lwhich] are deve]oped to

ensure that standards &re maintained and risks to either the

organization Ischool division] or the public are minimized"

(DePass,1988)?
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(ii) To what extent have issues of eøploywent equity (and the policies

and practices which follow the connitment to the principle) cone

into play in the recruitment and selection of the Filipino teachers

in Manitoba invoLved in this study?

(iii) BV what Me&ns do the Filipino teachers surveyed here acquire

inforøation about teaching posit,ions and acquire the positions

thenselves?

The data analyzed in this section includes secondary infornation on

teacher recruitnent and selection practices collected fron a 1986 survey

of nine Winnipeg schooL divisions (Young & Elliott, 1986) and attempts t,o

epply it to data collected fron the questionnaire and the int,erviews for

the purpose of deternining the dominant themes in this stage of FiJ-ipino

teachers' career paths in Manitoba.

Responses to the questionnaires conpleted by thirty-four Filipino

teachers in Manitoba indicated that a majority (79?d) perceived a

reLuctance on the part of Manitoba schoo.I administrators to hire non-

Cana.dian trained teachers. Alnost one half (46 per cent) of the teachers

responding felt that a reluctance on the part of the school- adninistrators

was a major obstacle for then, while thirty three percent saw it as a

ninor obstacl-e.
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TABT,E 4. T,2

PERCEI BELUCTAI{CE of B{ANITOBÁ
SCH@I, ADMINISTRATORS t,O

HIBE NON-CANADIAN TE.ACHERS

Not an
Obstacle

Minor
Obstacle

Major
Obstacle TOT.AT,

To what extent do you feel this
is a barrier?

Percentage

7 11 15 33

21% 33% 462 100%

Although recent policy statements (See Appendix 3) suggest that sone

Manitoba school divisions see the inportance of enployment equity

principles, feedback from Filipino teachers interviewed indicated a

continued scepticisø of the cowøitøent of Manitoba schooL divisions to the

principles of eøployøent equity:,

Yeah, I tn really wondering why the division has a hard job
location a job for ne if they ever plan to have one because
with my abiJ.ity, nost often anywhere I go, the kids are very
happy to see ne.

The perceptions of the Filipino teachers surveyed reflected those of

Winnipeg visible ninority groups subnitting briefs to the Winnipeg School

Division Nunber Onets Task Force on Race ReLations, that is: "that the

Affirnative Action Program has not thus far been extended successful]-y to

other Ithan women] targeted groups¡ âs outlined in the Provincial-

Legislation" (Winnipeg School Board, 1989:17). A similar sent,iment is

reflected in Manuel's statenent:

If the division considered it Imy being Filipino] an
advantage, they would have already hired ne,

L.2 RECRUITMENT:

Within the last aLnost two decades of teacher surplus, Winnipeg

school divisions have generaLly had the latitude to adopt passive

recruitøenústrategies relying on unsolicited appJ-icat,ions, in other words
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"on the initiative of t,he candidate" (Young & Elliott'1986:11) and have

therefore not engaged in province-wide or national- recruitnent, nor have

they turned to "outreach recruitwent" (Harvey' 1988) seeking the non-

traditional applicant.

The indications given by the Filipino teachers interviewed were:

that their fil-es were not " flagged' and pulled fron the centralized bank

without further input on their part, but rather, that they nade it to the

next stage of the selection process largely through: (a) responding to

advertisements in the WinnioeÉ Free Press; or through (b) "networkingl'

(relying on their own connectednes.s within a schooL divisionr in nany

instances by working as a teacher aide or through utilizing connections

with ot,hers already integrated into a school- division).

Cora and Manuel both said that networking with teachers within the

school division for the purpose of monitoring upcoming available positions

was the route used to land a teaching position in the division.

...You get contactsr yoü get to know people and you prove
yourself first. (Cora)

I was told that, Ithe principal] wants ne to be with his
staff. . . I worked very hard to inpress Ithe principal] because
I'd like to get in. (Manue1)

Working as a teacherts aide was seen by several as a " stepping

stone" to a teaching position " because you get contacts, you get to know

people and prove yourself first". Although they were not directly asked'

alnost 30 per cent of the teachers surveyed in the questionnaire indicated

that they had worked at sone point, as a teacheros aide. Five or fifteen

per cent of the group had worked as a substitute teacher,
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TABTE 4. T.3

MEANS of NETWORKII{G

Working as
Teacherso Aide

Eøployed as
Substitute Teacher

6 (zsi{) 5 ( 15ã)

. Several of the teachers interviewed discussed the value of their

association, Milfrf, in hearing of job vacancies. (What actuaJ-Iy happened

as a result of networking will be discussed further in the following

section on "cÅBEEB DEWLaPMENf',)

Seeking out opportunities to be seen ¿Ls a capable teacher Ís

significant as indicated by one teacher working as an ethni.c aide who nade

a point of offering assistance to another teacher for the purpose of

denonstrating her teaching skill and shortly after was called for an

interview and hired for a position in the same subject area as that in

which she had intentionally deøonstrated her skil-I- to another teacher

within the systeø. It seens appropriate to conclude that teachers without

the opportunity to denonstrate teaching skill directly (either to a

teacher or principal working within t,he division, or at the very Least,

within a sinilar educational jurisdiction)20 are placed at a disadvantage

to those given the opportunity.

L.3 THE INITIAI SCREENIì{G PROCESS (Såorú-Iisúine)

I{hat happens during this process is dependent on wåo is doing the

short,-list,ing and what job description oî desirable candidate qualities

are articulated and/or perceived. The desired qualifications &re, in

turn, natural-Iy dependent on the person responsibLe for screeningts
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philosophy of what, wakes & Êo@d teacher (university gradesr proven

classrooø Berregeøenú skills, people s-ki-lls, etc. ). One question raised in

examining the data on networking for enployment is the extent to which

enploynent expectations are based upon acúaaL coøøitøents frow educationaf

adøinist,rators or upon personal- desire and. hopte.

Two teachers seeking employnent talk of being disappointed by

persons they saw as in positions to facilitate their employnent:

I was told by one principal that [he,/she] wants ne to be with
Ihis/her] staff and would ask Ithe superint,endent's office];
that's what I was told, but up to now they haven't contacted
ne.

Networking nay spread beyond those innediately responsible for

hiring teaching personnel to persons holding political office, and what

may be enpty proøises or actually vague or misleading comnents are

perceived as connitnents to be acted upon.

If [the principa]l hadn't l-eft, I would have a permanent position.

I helped during Ipolitical candidate's] campaign, not just
because I an interested in lhim/her] ' I an interested to get
a job. That's why I tried to impress [hin/her]' helping at
the same tine.

Although it is beyond the scope of this study to do a poJ.itical-

analysis of patronage in the education systen and even though networking

and patronage exist as vehicles used by Canadian-born job applicants in

all occupations, discussion with the Filipinos teachers interviewed

indicates that networking has arisen as a significant factor in pursuing

a teaching in Manitoba.

In order to ensure both optimal performance in the workplace as well

as to enable an employee to grow and reach personal potentials' all

enployed persons require performantce eval-uation Student teacherst
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substitute teachers, and teacher aides depend on evaluation for employment

and/or promotion. As nentioned previously, (Table 4.13) nany teachers

worked as teacher aides or substitute teachers at sone point in their

teaching careers in Manitoba, and, if they were to benefit from these

positions as stepping stones to regular teaching enploynent, performance

evaluation was critical.

One of the seven interviewees working at one t,ime as a teacher aide,

talked of the experience of being evaluated:

First, it was not clear who was doing the evaluating (the
vice-principal was the one in charge but had not indicated
completing the forn); secondly' the teacher aide felt like an
"outsider" and because of feelings of excl-usion didntt "siú
doç*n and chat like the other aides" but " r'/orked like a
beaver", This person felt that the evaluation reflected the
other aides' "antagonisn", that it wasn't accurate or fair:

I'd really Iike to question the vice-principal about, this
evaluation but simply I kept the questions in my nind and
heart becaude if I go far with this, it wiLl not be good so I
just let it go.

Another teacher interviewed (who discovered the absence of any

record of evaluations done on him/her for a period of nore than ten years)

had this to say about the role of the eval-uation:

There has to be a policy in place of fair, consistent teacher
evaluation...It depends on t,he administration, how they see
evaluation...the purpose of evaluation. I see it as a helping
tool for teacher inprovenent. Itts not there to gather
evidence to fire a teacher; it's sinply to help the teacher.
inprove instruction... Ithere should be] input from teachers"

Finally, heritage l-angltage teachers wishing to enter mainstrean

teaching nay experience bamiers due to the fact that, as their subject

area is outside the scope of most administrators' expertise, their

teaching competence nay not be evaluated adequateJ-y. Four of the teachers

surveyed taught heritage language (FiIipino) and one of these teachers

related:
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When I started teaching the progran, I was told I run my ol/n
show, it's up to nee what I want to teach and how I want to
teach it; apparently they don't know anything about it,. How

can they help me? (Jov)

If individuals wanting to pursue a teaching career in Manitoba, be

they presently teacher aides, substitute teachers, heritage Ianguage

teachers, or teachers desiring pronotion or transfer do not have access to

fair, consj.stent nethods of evaluation, they are placed at an obvious

disadvantage.

2, SETECTION

2"L INTERVIEWS OF TEACHtrA APPLICANTS

One issue energing fron the interviews as a concern for teachers

attenpting to "get into the systeø", to be "taken in", is that of a l-ack

of straightforward, honest feedback folJ-owing an unsuccessful attenpt to

obtain a position, FoIlowing an interview for a teaching position,

unsuccessful candidates are generally inforned by telephone (but sometines

by letter) that the ¡nsition was offered to another individual and no

other feedback is giïen nor required. After one interview, Manuel was

left with very few answers: before the interview, he F¡as given no

informat,ion as to how (which criteria the assessnent was based on) or whv

(for which particular available position) he was being evaluated, and he

was given no feedback on his perfornance following t,he interview.

I know that I passed that interview because most of the
&nswers I gave were good answers, but I dontt know if that
interview was neant just to get substitutes. (Manuel )

",ficcents" were nentioúed as another area of concern part,icularly

during the inierview process bui also ar, other junctures in eareer
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developnent and it was interesting to note that, while teachers could talk

about "language" objectively and in a detached nanner, discussion

regarding " &ccent" always included discussion of feelings of anxiety. A

FiJ-ipino teacher was told by a principal that an accent interfered with

his enployability; however, this explanation wasn't satisfactory:

If øy accent is the real cause that I tm not hired then how come this
lother person ¡sith a 'non-Canadian accenú'] was hired??

Nena spoke of having to learn to " swaLl-ow Eìy wordso like Canadians"

in order to be understood by her co-workers and how embarrassing it was

for her to always have to repeat herself when they didntt understand her.

Amelita remarked that:

We have the language itself [but] it is the diction, sonetimes
your way of saying it would make it difficult, for theø to
understand. ( Anel ita )

(See discussion of English language proficiency in Chapter iII).

LastLy, because of the over-supply of teachers for nore than the

past decade and the passive approach to recruitment which school divisions

have been af forded, the notion of se-lf-a.d.vocacy and dispositionaL barriers

(self-inposed perceptions of discrimination), several of the Filipino

teachers have been reLuctant to pursue teaching positions for which they

may be appropriately qualified:

I didntt even DARE apply around here. I said, "no, no!" I
dontt know why. . . I have that. . .you know! ! ?? (exasperated). I
just realized I shouldn't have that because everybody, even at
work, my co-erorkers, Filipinos, would say, "l{hy don't you just
try your best here?"

Despite 13 years teaching at various grade levels in three northern

communities, Nena didn't feel confident t,hat she would be able to "land"

a teaching position in Winnipeg: "I don't reaJ.Ìy expect I will get one [a

teaching positionl"
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III CAREER DEVETOPÞIEI{T

SIGNIFICANT THEÞIES ARISING FROM T}IE FI¡{DINGS

A. SACRÏFICES:

Filipino teachers wishing to resune teaching careers in Manitoba

have generally been willing to go to great lengths in order to do so.

They have worked at menial jobs e.g. to finance what night have often

seened unreasonably long certification requirements. They frequently work

at one or nore jobs at the sane time as studying, They spend long periods

working in Northern Manitoba or in rural areas, often separated from

spouses, children, and other fanily. Finally, nany certified teachers

have endured chronic underenployment and have been warginalized in

positions of teacher aides and heritage Ìanguage teachers.

(i) Willinsness to Accept, Available Enployment:

Teachers talked of being in most cases inforned as to the difficult

teaching employnent situation in Canada, and particularly those arriving

post 7974 discussed their pre-amival preparation for the Canadian job

market.

...So we r{ere ready any}Iay. We studied crash programs for
sewing. " . I went to a nanpower-sponsored course to take
tailoring, cosnetology, hair science, all t,hat - I took those
in Manila.

I{hen we cane, we didntt really mind, whatever came to usr h7e

did not reaLly look around for work. " "whatever Ì{as available,
we took it. (Cora)

Many teachers worked in the garnent indust,ry, very difficult work,

fron all descriptions:

I got a position in a garnent factory; I found it hard because
I'n not really used to sewing although I did my dresses then,
but these are coatsr eh? PIus you have to really work fast'
you know, piece work and those who are second in your assembly
line following you give you pressure to rush and I was new
It was hard to put on that thick fur and that was the
assignment I was given.
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The advantage of that job lin a garment factory] is that i
Iearned to sew and also it gives ne experience to start work,
not waitinÉ for a long time without a job. (Nena)

Nena landed a job the day after her arrival in Canada, and despite

the fact that she might be experiencing sone adjustment to her nev¿

environment, she found sonething positive about her first job.

The inportance of settling in, of est,ablishing oneself outweighed

the disadvantages of the unskil-led jobs these people were forced to do"

Once informed about retraining requirements, nost teachers continued these

blue col-lar jobs to finance their studies. The contrasts between these

imnigrant teachers and the typical Canadian-born Bachelor of Education

student becone quite striking. The tWical innigrant teacher, by virtue

of the fact that they have al-ready completed a teacher training program

and in all possibitity have had sone teaching experience as well, is nuch

older than the twical Canadian-born undergraduate Faculty of Education

student (Age at, ArcivaL Table 4.11)" In addition, the immigrant teacher

may have had children before re-entering university (Tabte 4.15) and

therefore have f inancial commitments over and above the twical nineteen

year old Canadian-born student, able to share the rent of an apartment

with previous classmates from high-school or continue living with parents.

Canadian-born students a.l-so have access to student aid not available to

imnigrants?l.

(ii) Separation from Fanilv:

Two of the teachers interviewed endured separations fron spouses and

children in the south (Winnipeg) in order to pursue their teaching careers

in Manitoba. It nay not be unusual- for beginning teachers to pay their

dues by gaining some teaching experience in the north before being

employed in a larger centre if that is their preference. However, a
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trained teacher immigrating to Canada and subsequently undergoing further

re-training before acquiring Manitoba certification is likely to be older

than the average Canadian-born Bachelor of Education graduate and, because

of the nunber of years of northern teaching experience prior to urban

teaching enployment, (See Table 4.75) r on€ might expect children Lo enter

into tke picture, Fanilies were separated for different, reasons:

enpJ.oynent f or the teacher t s spouse, high schools Ì.tere not easily

accessible to a fanily with teen-aged children, and in one instance, the

health of a child necessitated access to medical care only available in a

city.

B. D.ISÆ.9/Í/O¡Vl.f, BARRIERS TO WPLOYMENT:

Upon initial arrival nany Filipino teachers talk of what have been

referred to as disf¡osit,ionaL bamiers (Ontario, 1989) to enploynent, their

impressions of their enployability in Canada.

I don't have in nind aspiring to teach in Canada, because,
first of all, coming from the Third Horld, although you are
educated, you are a ÌittLe reluctant to deal with people who
are born with the English tongue, not real.ly feel inferior,
but there's a feeling that really holds you back because you
are so conscious about not being able to conmunicate with them
properly, or whatever, something Iike that, sonething's
holding you, eh? (Manuel )

Even after conpleting certification requirenents, an individual

spoke of applying only to northern school divisions because of her

reluctance to apply in t,he city:

I didn't even DÅRE apply around here, I said, "no, no!" I
don't know why...I have that...you know!!??(exasperated). I
just realized I shouldn't have that because everybodyr even at
work, ny co-workers, Filipinos, would say, "Why dontt you just
try your best here?". . , I was discouraged lby the prospect of
going to the northl but I have to continue; it's a policy in
ny life. ( Cora )

When applying in the cíLy at a later date (after completion of a

B.Ed. and several years of northern teaching experience), this same

teacher retained her doubt that she would be able to øake it ínto the
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wainstreaø, into a regular teaching position in an urban public school'

and she applied to an urban division initially as a teacher aide. That,

such qualified teachers are often relegated into para-professional

positions, al-though we have no evidence to clain that it happens more

often to inmigrant teachers than to Canadian-born, has been a connon theme

in discussions with Filipino teachers and it raises the issue of

Nerginel-ization in enployment.

C. MarEinalization:

Marginalization, the exclusion or linitation of a. group from

conplete participation in an occupation by channelling persons in that

group into or attempting to keep persons in that group in positions not

comnensurate with educational qualifications, professional training, or

work experience, has resulted in unequal participation of several- groups

in the ,rorkforceZ2.

Unequal. participation nay be due to a lack of recognition of

education, training or work experience, to situational or dispositional
23barriers"", or to discrinination. Natural-Ly, these factors cou-l-d impact

on azy individual seeking work. I{hat is suggested by the information

gathered on Filipino teachers living in Manitoba is that: due to the

circumstances confronting then upon entering' this province, the najority

of FiLipino teachers queried experience significantly restricted career

opwrtunities and aÅvanceøent, in their chosen c&reere teaching,

Of the fourteen certified Filipino teacher-participants in Winnipeg,

four are currently in øarginalized employment positions, incl-uding para.-

professional positions, substitut,ing, and other teaching-related

enployment "not comnensurate with educational qualifications, professional

training, or work experience" (DePass, 1988:1). (See Table 4.15 - low and

nedium levels of integration).
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T'ÂBIE 4. L4

MABGI¡IALIZATIO¡{ of FILIPINO TEACHERS

Part. Rates

CERTÏ FIED UNCERTTFIED

RURAL
LMH

URBAN
LMH

RURAL
tMH

URBAN
LMH

Date of
Arrival-

2 5Pre - 7972

1972 - 1,974 4 1 1 3 3 4

Post 1974 2 2 4

7

1

5 0TOTAL 0 0 6 3 1 10 0 0 0

CODE: Level of Integration:

t LoI{
M Mediun
H High

- non-education, substitute.
- heritage language, teacher aide.
- Teacher on full-tine/part tine contract.

Of the twelve non-Manitoba-certified Filipino teachers studied, none

have high participation/integration leveLs in educational- institutions'

five have øediuw LeveLs, (nainly by teaching part-time in Heritage

Language prograns, but working as a teacher aid is also considered nediun-

LeveL participation). The other seven are not enployed/involved in the

educational systen in any way.

The fact that alI but two teachers began their teaching career

either in northern/rural Manitoba, northern,/rural areas of other Canadian

provinces, or as teacher aides in Winnipeg schools suggests they the

entire group may have been nore narginali zed at the outsetå{.

I{hat often came through in the interviews of teachers who had worked

in northern Manitoba was the deterøination to build some t¡pe of career

security by actualLy perseverinÉ! in northern coxt@unities. Nena managed to

stay in a connunity in ¡vhich some teacherages had been shot at. AII
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teachers were offered transfers, but she stayed until June and then

requested and was abLe to secure a Pernanent Certificate from the

Superintendent. She talks of waiting for a bus at nidnight in the

northern connunity to travel " ho&e" to Winnipeg (having purchased a

residence in Winnipeg) every Friday because of not being abLe to sleep

weekend nights in the noisy " partying!' conmunity. Teachers going to

northern Manitoba were often required to teach in subject areas not within

their area of expertise which night also be considered a forn of

narginali zation:

The first thing on my nind, a priority, is to land a job, a
t,eaching position. But I would have liked a secondary job,
since that was ny experience. I find t,eaching eJ-ementary
students very strange. ( Cora)

As discussed earlier, even non-certified teachers perceive that they

would be autonatically narginalized by being sent to the north in the

event that they obtained a Manitoba teaching certificate.

Of the four certified teachers interviewed, two had worked as

teacher aides after certification, one had worked both as a heritage

language teacher and as a childcare worker after certification and one as

a substitute teacher after certifying. One who has a. principal's

certificate is working as a teacher.

Of the entire group of Filipino teachers interviewed (n=7), work

experience since entry into Canada/llanitoba has been varied but has

included part-time, contract, and shift work in the prinaîy or blue coLl-ar

Iabour rnarket: working in such positions as nurses' aids, teacherst aids,

garnent workers, child care workers, food service workers, and machine

operator posit,ions
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D" Assessment of Prior TeachinA Experience:

Included in the assessnent done"by the Department of Education was

the assessnent of and credit given prior (Philippine) teaching experience.

(See Table 4.6). To receive credit for years of teaching experience

outside the province, Manitoba Education stipuJ-ates that the institution

fron which the individual seeks teaching credit must be publicly-funded

and nust require that the teachers it employs hold teaching certificates

(Teacher certification reference). Strict application of the Manitoba

criteria couLd therefore preclude credit for teaching experience in

jurisdictions such as the Philippines where the teaching profession

happens not to be regulated; in other words, schools hire teachers who

hold university degrees yet a teaching cert,ificaút2s i" neither issued nor

required.

AII three of the enployed teachers of the four certified teachers

interviewed discussed the amount of credit granted their Philippine

teaching experience (See Table 4.6). Regardless of the criteria that

teachers hotd certificates in the educational jurisdiction they last

taught in, two teachers were given credit for teaching experience gained

in publicly-funded schools (one, the full four years of her experience and

the other was given credit for all her years in a publicJ-y-funded school

and no credit from a Catholic school. )

The third enployed teacher, Dante, r{¿ls granted only one out of the

four and a half years experience in the Philippines.

One year. They gave ne just one year, the Department of Ed...
In ny case I had to argue it because'I insisted that I was
right, I thought I was treated unfairly at the time. (Dante)

Two years of Dante's teaching experience ri7¿rs gained at a high school

within the University of the Philippines, a publicly-funded institution'

which because of its stature as a university high school is considered a

showpiece of a high standard?6.
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E. Movement frow fforúl¡ to Souúlr:

As can be seen in Table 4.15, eÌeven Filipino teachers worked in the

north for periods ranging from two to twenty-three years before acquiring

a teaching position in Winnipeg. The average length of northern/rural

teaching experience prior to teaching enploynent in Winnipeg was twelve

years

TABI,E 4.15
CERTIFIED FILIPINO TBACHERS ¡Eith NORTHERN/RURAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Movepent ( Integration )
into

Southern/Urban Schools

Level of
Integration

Hish E
E

E

tr
tr

Etr

Medium

Low tr t-Jl"l
i

0 2 3 5 6 10 11 13 15 L7 20 23
Years of t{orthernÆural Teaching Experience prior to teaching
employment in Winnipeg.

*The two teachers integrated into city schools after 3 years -
both entered in 1979.

Level of Integrations Codes:

Mainstrean - contract teacher

Private school teacher/paraprofessional

Heritage Language teacher

Substitute Teacher

M

P

Ht

S
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Since Filipino teachers presently living in northern/ruraL

communities who (at, Ieast fron the data collected through questionnaires

and interviews) had never made an attenpt to re-locate/ get a teaching

position in Winnipeg reere not asked directly whether they had been

interested in pursuing teaching opportunities here, it is fair to assune

that there may definiteLy be sone. However, in an attenpt to reach all

Filipino teachers in Manitoba, the snow-bal-l technique (requesting

rural/northern Filipino teachers to refer the researcher to known others)

had been utilized and fron the thirty-two returned questionnaires' six had

been fron rural- areas. 0f those six, two naintained permanent residences

in Winnipeg, assuning, according to one, to permanently settle here. Two

have unsuccessfully attenpted t aL least once each (for a year-long

period), to gain access to Winnipeg teaching positions (one with twelve

years of northern experience substituted for four urban divisions) and

have since returned to forner employment in northern Manitoba. One has

retired, one now has changed professions and another is working as a

Heritage Language Teacher. One is apparently quite content living outside

the city. If one looks at Table 4,.75, it is possible to get a rough idea

of the movement of Filipino teachers from north to south in Manitoba.

When fol-lowing the career paths of three of the certified teachers

interviewed, the progressive movenent towards larger southern centres is

quite apparent. it is nost apparent in Corats career novement:

lAfter one year in a smal]- connunityl. . . then I have to look
for another school. The next connunity has a ne!/er school, a
bigger one, so I went there and applied. (Cora)

She taught in the second conmunity for a year, but decided to leave

again for a larger comnunity, nore sinilar to what she was used to:
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I don't know what it is that's moving ne from one school to
another, but I went, I felt that it's a pronotion because it's
a bigger comnunity and I have one grade to teach and I fel-t
happy there and I got good recomnendations...

She then made the move to Winnipeg, completed her B.ED., and worked

her way into the mainstrean here.

F. Multi-Cultural Education:

Both the education/re-training of Filipino teachers in Manitoba and

their enpJ-oynent and integration into the school systems in Manitoba raise

issues of nulticultural education.

Filipino teachers completing re-training requirements aL the

University of Manitoba felt that they had to work doubl-y hard to those

conpLeting alL their degree here ín order to conpete and renarked that

university course requirenents here were quite different from those of

Philippine universities. One taLked of being given a take-hone exaø and

not being totd (and being afraid to ask) the correct procedure for writing

the exam at hone. Her nark reflected the fact that she didn't refer to

any textbooks. Such incidence have obvious inplications for Faculty of

Education teaching.

When Filipino teachers were asked what night be the effects of their

being Filipino and. being trained in antother country -in the Philippines in

their teaching careers in Manitoba and upon prospective employers' they

had quite a bit to say:

(i) On Language:

I think that ny being able to speak another language helped ne
in getting a teacher aid position as well as an E.S.L. one.
That I see as an advantage, coning fron another country and
knowing another language.

Although I have my accent r IIIV English language is only
enriched because I have another language

I can interpret poetry and literature because I have lots of
experience ... a rich experience in literature not only in our
country but also in this country ... It's an additional skill.
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(ii) On Di.sci.pli.ne:

I feel that the requirements of discipline here and there Iin
the Philippinesl are alnost the sane, Iike keeping your
children in order and all that. I felt that was the
requirenent here too and i felt it worked. . . and the principal
said, 'I want you to stay because' you know, disciplining the
students is very importanto'o o o Teachers were sent to ny class
to observe at that tine.

(iii) On Role Models:

I sense my being a Filipino is an advantage because the
division has multi-cultural type of schools, and there are
nany Filipino students here, that is just ny feeling.

Kids night have cul-ture shock. One teacher night say, "he has
a learning problem" but a Filipino teacher wiIJ- say "he's just
shy." We understand this...I went through the same thing when
I cane here.

(iv) On Having a Different "World View"

[An] advantage I can see is the variety of experiences that I
can bring into the classroon and to ny colJ.eagues' which I've
done in the past. They've invited me to speak about the Third
World, about poverty, about social studies topics... I spoke
about the political situation of the country Ithe
Philippinesl, ... about equality in education. I speak about
peace education and sometines I extract material- from the
Third World with a focus on the Philippines and present this
to an audience of either students or teachers...
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t{oTEs

1. Department of Education, Annual Report 1968-1970, Teaching
Certificates Issued, The majority of Manitoba teaching
certificates issued from the late 1960's until late 1970's were of
the Lst, Cl-ass type (ranging fron one to three years of post-
secondary education). In the period between the late 1970's and
7982, the Faculty of Educat,ion was working towards having the four
year B.Ed. or the Two Year After Degree B.Ed. required as the basis
for teacher certification (Annual Report' 1985. Faculty of
Education, University of Manitoba). During this sane tine period'
school divisions notified teachers of the upcoming requirenent (neno
fron Frontier SchooI Division, 1980 as relayed by Fitipino teacher
on staff during interview). The actual regulations (Educational
Adninistration Act E10) were only changed in 1982 (regulation 74-
BZ). After 1982r the department of education no longer issued First
Class Certificates (three years of teacher preparation) and a four
year degree was required for certification purposes. The Two-Year
After Degree Program (as opposed to the one year post degree
education requirenent) became a compulsory requirenent for teachers
seeking certification after l-987.

Educational Administration Act 810' regulation change 14-82,
Following 1982r & four year degree (class 4 certificate) was
required for certification and 1st Class (class 3 and below)
certificates were no longer issued.

This assessment is done by making use of the International
Association of Universities (iAU) handbook and other references.
(Interview with Victor Tetrault, Juner 1989)

Recognized by bodies such as nentioned in footnote 3.

Students can graduate from international universities (eg. fron
universities in india) with degrees in the Znd or 3rd division'
neaning they graduate with lower grades.

Total 14. Years of schol-ariúy denotes the number of years required
to completed a specific course of study. However' Philippine
schools have longer school terns (than Manitoba schools) and
therefore more contact hours which is not taken into account in this
measurement. The exception to this trend was Dante, who came t,o
Canada as a student, and neither went through the Departnent of
Education initially nor did his B.Ed. at University of Manitoba.

Bachelor of Science in Education. This is the closest equivalent to
a B.Ed. of degrees offered in The Philippines. Qualified teachers
teaching in Philippine schools nay have also graduated from a nornal
school or with a B,A. (An Education Degree is not required).

Phitippine Nornal CoIlege, affiliated with the University of the
Phi I ipp ines .

4,

5.

¿.

a

6.

7,

8.
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9.

10.

11.

72,

13.

T4,

15.

16.

r7.

Bachelor of Science in Education fron an institution recognized by
the International Association of Universities (I.A.U.).

See footnote 3.

Such infornation-gathering by an individual Registrar's Office,
because of the complexity and constantly-changing nature of the
information involved, risks being "sporadic, ad hoc and subjective"
(Ontario, 1989:96),

No recourse or appeal nechanisn. Ontario (1989) ACCESS! : Task
Force on Access to Professions and Trades in Ontario.
**Interview with M. Forrest.

School divisions have no obligation to a teacher
provisional certificat,e nor does the departnent of
virtue of the fact that it nust be renewed yearly.

Canadian Citizenship can now be acquired after three
a pernanent resident in Canada.

See Note #13.

employed with
education by

years of being

18.

Landed inmigrants need either three years teaching experience or
Canadian citizenship to obtain a pernanent certificate.

The Canadian citizenship requirenent for permanent teacher
certification has been renoved only in the past two years (telephone
interview with Joanne Woodley, Teacher Certification and Records'
Manitoba Education, February 20, 1990).

"University study" required for certification purposes has ranged
from 0 credit hours (3 teachers, 2 arriving in 1966 and 1 in 1967
were not required to take further courses in order to acquire a
teaching certificate) to 120 credit hours of coursework for FiLipino
teachers having their credential-s assessed during the two decade
period exanined (i965 - i987)"

Nena (Interview #6)' an elenentary teacher, instructed by the
Director of Certification in the Departnent to do only 6 credits (in
7972), was given a choice of two out of three designated courses to
meet certification requirements (two of "Childrens' Literature",
"Reading Curriculun" and "Cross Cultural Education" ) . "Reconmended"
to Cora (Interview #2), a high school science teacher in 1974 were:
(for a 12 credit certification requisite) "Childrens' Literature",
"a Science course with a lab", 'iMovenent Education" and "Developnent
of Language in the Early Years". Manuel (Interview #1), the nost
recently-certified teacher, worked and studied part-tine between the
years 1983 and 1988 to complete 60 hours of a conbination of
acadenic (Arts & Science) and professional (Education) courses
including "Anerican Indian History", "History of Education", "School
Organization" (a study of the operations of the provinciaL school
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19.

systen) to receive a Manitoba Bachelor of Education' now the
requirenent for certification.

Student Aid is only available to independent inmigrants after two
years of service and an assisted relative is considered dependent on
his/her sponsor for a period of five years and is therefore
inetigible until after that tine.

A similar educational jurisdiction may nean another urban Manitoba
school division or another CanaÅian urban school division but nay
not nean a northern or Indian Affairs run school division and in all
Iikelihood, not a foreign schooL division.

See footnote #19.

Fernando &. Prasad (1986) interviewed eighty visible minority
professional,s in British Columbia and found that almost 60 per cent
were underenployed and 30 per cent were unenployed. They discuss
the long-tern affects of under-enploynent: a sense of alienation
with prolonged absence fron one's chosen work which can subsequently
create barriers of obsol-ete, dated skills as well as increased age.
As a result of her interviews with visible minority professionals in
Alberta, DePass (1988:10) notes: "nany imnigrants are de-
professionalized and deskilled as a result of their experiences in
the Canadian job narket. "

DePass (1988) and Fernando & Prasad (1986) have, respectively'
docunented cases of marginalization or underenploynent of visible
ninority professionals and foreign-trained professionals in Canada.
Unequal participation nay be due to any of the fol-lowing factors:

1. A lack of recognition of one's education, professional
training or work exPerience;

2, SituationaL Barriers (Ontario 
' 
1989 ) : ( infornational ,

financial, scheduling, etc.) to training (or re-training)
required in order to acquire recognized qualifications;

3. DistnsitionaLBarriers (Ontario, 1989): individual's attitudes
(eg. feelings of being weak in the Langltaget too old, ot not
aggressive enough) (Ontario' 1989).

4, Discrimination, be it systenic - a structural- faul-t of t'he
sysúeø (such as a lack of articulated certification
requirenents or the denand for Canadian expetience ot the
Canadian citizenship requirenent for pernanent teacher
certification) or personal discrimination on the part of
educational administration (such as: using criteria not
applicable to the job qual-ifications (eg. the way an
individual dresses) as a deterninant when hiring.

20,

2L,

22.

23.
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24. One teacher chose to go to the north'

25, So¡ne teachers write the Civil Service Exmination but this is not a
reguirenent.

26. University high schools are considered " show pieces" for the
university and are therefore of a high standard. ( Interview with
Dr. R. Magsino, Departnent Head, Educational Adninistration,
University of Manitoba" )
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CTIAPTM FIVE

STTMMARY .AND RECOMft{EMDATIONS

I. Summary of Proceedings

The Burpose of this study was to exa-wine seL3cted ca,reer-related

experiences of Filipino teachers in Manitoba and to discuss then in light

of recent literature on enployment equity and nulticultural education.

Two fundanental tiøitat,ions &re inherent to this study:

First, there was no control group used, so that in discussing

experiences of Filipino teachers (eg. Iength of time between obtaining an

initial teaching position and obtaining one in the location of choice),

there is no "nor@" or other gtroüp with s{hoø to cowpare the work

experiences of Filipino teachers. In addition, because Filipino

inmigrants to Canada cone from social and poJ.itical systens differing from

other source countries of Canadian innigration and because FiLipino

innigrants to Canada are unique in that they, as a group, are particularly

well-educated (holding nore university degreesl than other visible minority

groups), one cannot expect that the work experiences of Filipino teachers

in Manitoba will parallel those of inmigrant teachers fron other

countries.

The second linitation is that any discussion of the career

experiences of Filipino teachers is based on the researcherts

interpretations of Filipino teachers' explanations and does not include

interpretations or input on behalf of educational adninistrators or others

who have an inpact on Filipino teachers' teaching careers.
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Hethods employed to "get at" the work-related experiences of

Filipino teachers in Manitoba allowed the researcher to first' through

survey research, obtain a profile of the group of Filipino teachers in

Manitoba, and second, through a sewi-structured interview to delve deeper

into the experiences as described by seven of the group, selected on the

basis of several- factors identified as significant by the questionnaire

responses.

ldajor f indings incl-ude a perception of arbitrariness in the

¿¿5sessÆent, of overseas credentiaLs as weII as in the subsequent re-

certification requirenents prescribed an individual Filipino teacher, an

issue having particuJ-ar rel-evance to Manitoba Education. Other issues of

assessment and re-certification found to be proninent in this study

included the necessity and lack of opportunity to d.enonstrate teaching

conpetency, one which night be addressed by Manitoba Faculties of

Education. A final issue of assessment and re-certification is one of

available supports for innigrant teachers, an issue which needs to be

addressed by means of federal/provincial governnent funding and perhaps by

Manitoba Faculties of Education as well.

Issues retating to teacher recruitnent and selection include

subjective hiring practices and a reliance on passive recruitnent

strategies, issues which may require further attention by school boards

and individual school administrators. In terns of Career Development of

Filipino teachersr the issue of "marginalization" or underenpJ-oynent

surfaces as a concern involving employment equity practices based on both

the rights of individual- visible ninority teachers &s weII &s on

principles of muLticul-tural education.
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II. A 'Political,/Bconomic' Analysis of t,he Findings:

Studies that attempt to locate Canadian immigration within a

politicaL economic anal-ysis of a world capitalist system (Li and BoLaria,

L987; Bolaria, 1986; DePass, 1989) highlight the benefits accrued by t,he

Canadian economy by first recruiting skilled l-abor from overse&s, the cost

of whose education is borne by the country of origin' and secondly, by

using t,he inmigrants as sources of cheap labour, by restricting their

participation within the labour market. Using (and paying) qualified and

experienced teachers as teacher aidesr rrot recognizing overseas

qualifications and experience for salary purposes, and using inmigrant

teachers to fill- positions in renote locations where Manitoba-trained

teachers are reluctant to work - all experience documented in this study -

would appear to be consistent with this analysis.

Whether one chooses to view the experience documented in this study

as rooted in the requirements of international capit,alisrn or as a

temporary aberration in the integration of 'new Canadians' into a just and

fair society, will- inevitably influence what one considers appropriate

strategies for iurproving the current state of affairs. While recognizing

the power of the forner analysis, the recomnendations included i this

chapter are more pragnatic and, as such, tend to be located within the

area of the latter and its acceptance of the broader economic status quo.

Within this perspective, where Canada has both the opportunity to acquire

well-trained innigrant professionals and the responsibil-ity to facilitate

their integration, it is necessary to look at the shared responsibilities

of federal and provincial supports and institutions.

The changing teaching job market (Canadian Teachers' Federation),

the Canadian Charter of Rights, and a growing connitnent to principles of
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equality and social justice aLl call for efforts to facilitate the

integration of individuals previously under-represented in the workforce -

visible minority teachers, nany of whom are immigrants¡ having received

professional training outside of Canada (Depass, 1989). It is clear from

the titerature and from the data collected in this study that addressing

the issues of employnent equity for teachers cannot be left as the sole

responsibility of a single agent. In the province of Manitobar efforts to

address the issue involve Federal and Provincial governments, Ma¡ritoba

Educationr Manitoba universities, School divisions, and individual

schools.

III. Conclusions and Recommendations

One might reasonabl-y expect that because Canada encoureges well-

educated professional innigration, it would utilize the potential of this

val-uable resource to the fullest (DePassr L989; Fernando & Prasad, 1985).

Canada has both the opportunity to acquire highly-skilled innigrants fron

elsewhere in the world, and the responsibility to facilitate their

integration. This is where federal and provincial- supports and

institutions such as provincial Ministries of Education and universities

play a role.

Due to the tine l-apse between conpleting a university education in

the Philippines and moving to Canada and having credentials assessed here'

nost of the Filipino teachers interviewed were already parents with

financial commitnents beyond those of a first-tine university student.

Additionaì-ly, Filipino teachers interviewed in this study renarked that

they were neither entitled to nor inforned about financial assistance.
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Recomnrendat ion :

Federal and provincial- governments, in accepting responsibility for

their immigration prograr"¿, b" conmitted to providing or supporting

Ianguage and other training in order to facilitate the movenent of

imnigrant teachers into teaching or into another chosen career.

Manitoba Education has establ-ished gaidelines for Teacher

Certification in thís province (p. 62), requirements which may vary from

other provinces and other countries. Manitoba, as with eny' other

education jurisdiction, has the responsibility of setting its own criteria

concerning who is to be deemed qualified to instruct in its schools, and,

as with other occupational bodies, has no particular obligation to match

its criteria to criteria used anywhere else in the world.

However, suggesting that llanitoba has no obligation to match its

requirements to those elsewhere does not relieve the Departnent of the

responsibility of ensuring an adequate assessnent, an assessnent of

equivalency of qualifications gained outside the province. "Becog¡ition of

overseas credentials" F¡as the one barrier that alnost universally inpinged

upon Filipino teachers in Manitoba. They suggested that the Department of

Education had insufficient infornation about educational systens in the

Philippines, not recognizing the longer school days and school terns of

the Philippine educational systen, but relying on what was felt to be an

unjustly Iimited mechanisn for assessnent, on "total years of scholarity".

Teachers also spoke of a redundancy of coursework, of being required to

re-do courses very sinilar to ones completed in the Philippines. Many

teachers felt that their university studies in the Philippines were not

val-ued. It appeared ironic that individuals who were encouraged to come
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to Canada, based on immigration reguJ-ations which put emphasis on their

education, find that their education is not vaÌued once they enter Canada,

Such concerns are not surprising particularly considering that the Ontario

Task Force found that "the initial screening of applicants - the

assessment of equivalency - is t,he stage in the process that is }east

standardized, most difficult, and most open to abuse. " (Cunmings,

1989:xvii).

Recornmendations:

1." The creation of a centralized "clearinghouse", such as Ontariots

(Cunnings, 1989) proposed "PLAN" (Prior Learning Assessnent Network

linked to an international- network for conparative education) in

order to better assess foreign credentials. Due to the difference

in population and the consequent fewer nunbers of teacher

certification candidates, it may not be appropriate for Manitoba to

devise its own clearinghouse, but rather couLd reJ-y on the resources

of larger networks while including regional input fron Manitoba

Faculties of Education, Manitoba Education and enploying school

divis ions.

Faculties of Education in Manitoban universities, in reviewing

assessnent and re-certification of teachers receiving university

education and training outside Canada may undertake a nore careful

exanination of the out-of-country coursework of applicants having

conpleted university teacher education abroad, perhaps by such means

as allowing applicants to denonstrate prior, equivalent requisite

knowledge through an oral intervie¡v or a "challenge exa.@'.

2"
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Another issue arising fron this study is the l-ack of comprehensibl-e

information certification applicants receive during the process of having

credentials assessed and for the purpose of deternining the feasibility of

completing re-certification requirements. Regardless of whether the

process of teacher certification in Manitoba is actually systeøat,ic attd

coøprehensiyeor not, if it is incomprehensibLe to its intended audiencet

nanely certification candidates, it nay appear unfair and actual-Iy be

unfair because of its lack of specificity and conprehensibil-ity. If the

process is clearly established, the requirenents explicit, conprehensive

and comprehensible, the shock and confusion that has confronted many of

the Philippine-trained teachers in this study night be avoided.

Candidates applying to Manitoba Education for teacher certification

may be faced holding credential-s deened "inadequate" or "unacceptable" by

a "rubber starnp", and as a result nay feel confused and even resentful.

The Ontario study (Cunnings, 19892274) on access to the professions, in

examining iønigrant professional-s' attitudes or perceptions with regard to

Canadian access to their chosen profession, discovered what the conmission

referred to as " disposit,ionaL barriers" (assunptions within an

individual's own disposit,ion which act as obstacles to pursuing something

of inportance to that individual), suggesting that the nost significant

dispositional barrier foùnd by the task. force Ì{as one of difficulty with

se[f-aÅvocacy, Individuals unfaniliar with a systen may feel awkward and

intinidated and as a consequence nay not be persistent enough to ensure

that, a|l the infornation (necessariLy bureaucratic in sone cases) received

from an office is conprehensible.
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Recommendation:

Infornation as to what is involved in the assessment and counselling

as to how to pursue certification requisites (expl-anation of

required coursework, guidance as to Departnent and University

procedures, student Aide, etc. ) is apqropriate and necessary.

If information exchanged is only in print forn (e.g. subnission of

transcripts resulting in a paper ¿ìssessøenú of retraining required), there

is no opportunity for clari fíca|ion/verification on the part of either

party.

Reco¡nmendation:

The recomnendation that individualized, in-person counselling be

nade available to skilled iønigrants pursuing careers in Canada

through a centralized a.gency was nade several- ye¿.rs ago by the

Abella Commission (1994). It has also been echoed by the Ontario

Task Force on Access to Trades and Professions (Cunnings' 19Bg). The

nandate of such an agency could be to serve both as an information

source and in an advocacy role to protect the interests of the

teacher applicant.

There are currentJ-y no avenues available to Teacher Certification

applicants in Manitoba to contest assessment decisions (Forrest, 1990).

Reconmendation:

A nechanisn such as was suggested by the Ontario Study (Cunnings,

i989), whereby an applicant in comparing qualification to stated

requirenents can present then to a tribunal for decision.

A further issue relating to assessment and re-certification raised

by the findings of this study was that inmigrant teachers acquiring the
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requisites for Manitoba Teacher Certification are currently regarded as

certified teachers and as such are neither required nor entitled to

complete practice teaching nor Seminar and School Experience requirements.

These teachers therefore have no access to a "stage on which to audition".

Persons responsible for hiring in Winnipeg school divisions (Young &

Etliott, 1986) ranked "successful student teaching" as a frequently-used

criteria for "flagging" suitable candidates, and in doing sor emphasize

the importance of demonstrating teaching skil-I in a setting similar to the

one in which a teacher hopes to be enployed. A missed opportunity such as

the potential to "get into" a school to practice teach severely linits

further access into the school system.

Recomnendation:

Manitoban universities nay want to exanine the effects of practice

teaching on enployabil-ity (eg. what percentages of student teachers

obtained jobs in the schools in which they were pl-aced to conplete

practice teaching requirements. ) Innigrant teachers re-certifving

in Manitoba night be given the option to practice teach in local

schools.

Just as Manitoba Education (or an egency with access to infornation

about its poJ-icies and procedures) and Manitoban universities might be

required to be nore accountable, so night Manitoban School Divisions and

individual school administrations as weII.

Given that educational adninistration in Manitoba (school division

superintendents and school principals) are currently predoninantly "Anglo"

mal-es, it becones crucial that recruitnent/ selection processes both be

unbiased and be seen as being unbiased and non-ethnocentric. Unbiased
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selection practices are difficult, to achieve within common current

"frameworks" for teacher hiring. Bredeson (1985, P.8) found that school

administrators are often required to assess a wide range of information

presented them, sone of which may be "accurate, inaccurate, incomplete,

irrelevant, or simply false." In her study of the interviews of visible

ninority professionals, Depass ( 1987 , P. 4 ) points t'o the use of

characteristics unrelated to job requirements and to interviewer

perceptions of a candidate's ability to "fit into" the work environment by

determining conpatibility by such subjective neans as speech patternsr €V€

contact, body language, and dress.

In the past, the choices that are the responsibiLity of educational

administrators -the hiring of teachers- have not been held up for any

clegree of scrutiny. Nevertheless, in the changing society represented

particuJ-arly in Canadian urban schools, educational adninistrators may be

pressed to deternine which teacher qualities best take into account the

nulticulturaÌ student population that teachers wiII be responsible to.

Evidence fron the workforce generally (Billingsl-ey & Muszynski' 1985;

Fernando & Prasad, 1987) and fron teaching in particular (Cheng' 1987)

suggests that visible ninority professionals do apply for enploynent but

that non-white professionals are not hired in the sane proportions as

their white counterparts (Cheng, 1987) ' These studies and the

underenploynent or narginalization experienced by Filipino teachers in

Manitoba point to the under-utilization of a val-uable resource.
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gssonmendations:

L, School Division initiatives could involve articulated recruitment

and selection practices (See policies in Appendix 3)' including to

what extent the division is comnitted to "outreach" recruitment

(Harvey, 198g), using non-mainstream media and approaches in an

effort to recruit teachers fron outside the "status Qtlo",

articulating job descriptions which include both "necessary" and

"desirabfe" requirements of job applicants, and fina]-ly designing

policy to facilitate straightforward feedback on outcomes of

interviews and final selection (such as presently done in the

Manitoba Provincial Governnent personnel hiring).

2. Non-biased perfornance evaluations of substitute teachers, teacher

aides and student teachers might also be encouraged, in order to

ensure that teacher applicants have objective means of demonstrating

work competency, and to inprove the accountability of hiring

decisions.

Manitoba currently has a progran entitled " Progran Recog4ition" in

place to ease the transition of overseas trained scientists and

tradespeople int,o their chosen careers in Manitoba. And, aÌthough Harvey

(1988) found that approxinately twenty-six percent of responding school

boards in Ontario had instituted some forn of "job-bridging" (iob redesign

or cl-assification "introduced into existing organizational iob ladders to

facilitate both the recruitnent and promotion of target group nenbers"

(Harvey, 1988:23), Winnipeg School Divisions have yet to put such

practices into place.
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gsçommendation:

SchooÌ divisions in Manitoba may consider "job-bridging" strategies

(Harvey, 1988), such as are presently in the pÌanning stages at the

Winnipeg Education Centre and Seven Oaks School Division. From

prelininary infornation, they are discussing the possibilities of

"pairing", "mentorship" prograns to ease the novenent of visible

ninority and immigrant teachers into teaching positions in Winnipeg

schools.

Issues of Career Developøenú raised by the data on Filipino teachers

in Manitoba revolve primarily around issues of øarginalization' Teachers

spent an average of t¡relve years in rural- and northern conmunities, and,

(from descriptions given in the interviews) often several years of

intensive attenpts at "upgrading" and pursuing teaching positions in

Winnipeg, before successfully landing a position. During their

rural/northern teaching experiences, Filipino teachers in Manitoba often

were forced to leave hones and fanilies in l{innipeg. Three teachers spoke

of intense experiences with discrinination in their professional lives.

The findings indicate that fifty percent of Filipino teachers in Manitoba

had eventualLy (by the time of the study) acquired what was considered to

be a high Level- of integlration into the teaching profession. The other

fifty percent were working at positions not connensurate with their

qualifications and were therefore considered øarginaLized (DePassr 1989).

One teacher with administrative qual-ifications (a principal's certificate)

and experience was yet to acquire an educational adninistration iob in the

location of choice, Winnipeg. Other certified teachers were working as

para-professionals, as teacher aides, heritage language teachers, or had
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been de-.professionalised in a strean of substitute positions. The fact

that all but two of the group began teaching careers outside the

"mainstream", as other than "regular" teachers in an urban area suggests

that the entire group has to a certain extent been narginalized fron the

outset. Naturally, this suggestion calls for further study. However,

neasures can be taken to prevent (or discourage) such continued

marginali zaLion,

Beconmendations:

1. Manitoba SchooI Divisions should be directed to keep records

(sinilar to those of Crown Corporations such as Canadian

Broad.casting Association) or to those initiated by North York and

Toronto School Boards of its staff composition of "target groups"

(wonen, disabled persons, Native Canadians and Visible Minorities),

set projections (using Occupational Availability data as well as

determining a profile of the visible ninority representation in a

particular geographica]- area) to meet desirable levels, and be

nonitored as to the neeting of those goa1s.

Programs which act as "bridges" (Harveyr 1988) would also serve to

nininize marginalization in the long-tern.

"Outreach" recruitment strategies (for both teaching positions and

for placement in Faculty of Education prograns) could be implenented

in order to encourage maxinun nunbers of innigranL/ visible minority

teachers to apply for and to enter the teaching profession or

acguire a teaching position.

2.

o
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IV. Suggest,ions for Further Research:

The descriptions of Filipino teachers' experiences woul-d benefit

fron & "comparative analysis" with other groups of Manitoba teachers,

including other innigrant/visible minority teachers in the province.

The hiring practices of Winnipeg/Manitoba schools shoul-d be exanined

in more depth, perhaps in response to the perceptions presented in this

study. One night ask educational administrators the "other side" of the

same question asked Filipino teachers, that is, "What do you consider the

najor barriers in hiring competent teachers trained outside of Canada?"

In order to determine the inportance of practice teaching

pJ-acenents, Facul-ties of Educations night examine the portion of student

teachers that are hired in any given year by the school or division in

which they were placed on a practicun. It would also be interesting to

look at the relationship between substitute teaching and contract teaching

empJ-oyment.

Finally, other imnigrant professional groups in Manitoba could be

examined vis a vis assessnent processes and certification requirements,

supports for re-training and work experience programs.

V" Conclusions:

The Canadian government, through controlled conplex projections,

ensures that Canadian inmigration is advantageous for Canada: it is

controlled by labour needs (Clodnan & Richard' 1982; Carchedi, 1979); it

is "cost-effective", actually constituting a "considerable financial

savings" (Seward, 1988; Denton & Spencer, 1987); and the nunbers and type

of innigration desired is deternined by the Canadian governnent , rather
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than by "peripheral", supplying nations or by individual migrant

professionals theurselves (Dixon' L979; Carchedi, 1978; Sassen-Koob, 7978;

BoJ-aria, 1985, 1987) . if responsibility for immigration is to be

considered a part of the opportunity to acquire desired inmigrants'

Canadian immigration policies carry with then a responsibility s+hich

extends beyond the "point of entry" of an imnigra¡rt to Canada.

Inmigrant professionals represent a valuable connodity to Canada and

Canada would do well to optinally utilize the talent it inports. Because

of the value placed on the abilities of these people' the Canadian and

Manitoba governnents must ensure that they are not "de-professionalised"

(Fernando & Prasad, 1987) and that they do not lose their skills but are

able to adapt then in order to work in their new environnent.

In addition, because children in Manitoba schools d.eserve the best

possible teachers, broad.ening the base of avail-able teacthers fron which to

choose serves only to, ensure that Manitoba schools can hire the best

teachers to neet the needs of their changing schools. School Divisions

can no longer continue to rely on "passive recruitnent" techniques nor on

a lack of articulated teacher qual-ifications as it is clear fron the

literature and the findings of this study that such practices serve only

to maintain the exísting relatively homogeneous teacher population rather

than to encourage new sources of teachers who nay best natch the

population they will ultinately teach.
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NOTES

1. Filipino women innigrating to Canada have the highest proportion of
degree holders of all innigrant groups, with 35% holding university
degrees (compared to 33 per cent of Filipino nen).
See Appendix 24.3.

2, CurrentJ-y two provinces (Quebec and Alberta) have acquired a degree
of control- over their own provincial innigration and Manitoba's
Premier is also lobbying for more control- August' 1990).
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APPENDIX

TABTE 1A

IMMIGRATIOI{ to CANADA

1981 - 1_989

Zâ
EË
LtÉ

Llc

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 19S9

YEAR of TMMIGRATION

N NUMBERpeTYEAR
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APPEMDIX

TABTE 24"1

IMMIGRATION to OANADA (1962 - L989):
SCH@L TEACHERS (Kindergartenu Eleøentary, and Secondary)

T.åBLE 24.2

IMMIGRATION to MANITOBA (1980 - 19Bg)
BY INTENDED OCCUPATIOTd: TEACHII{G

Source: CANADA, Citizenship & Innigration, Manpower & Immigrationt
Enploynent & Innigration.

Year
School

Teachers Year
SchooI

Teachers

1.962
1963
1964
1 965
1 966
7967
1 968
1 969
1 970
I97T
1972
19 73
t97 4
19 75
19 76

787
1206
1843
2406
3465
5 388
5 965
5922
41_57

227 5

I797
1513
1543
12 90
1205

1.97 7

19 78
1 979
1 980
198 1

1982
1983
1 984
1 985
1986
198 7
1 988
198I

(to oct. 2)

830
565
623
771
784
791
512
449
499
554
808
862
666

TEACHERS

(oct)
1980 1981 L982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 TOTAT

Elenentary

Secondary

22

11

16

I

¿,)

77

13

10

13

I

10

I

14

7

27

13

18

15

13

5

L72

104

TOTÅL: 33 25 40 23 22 19 27 OAJI 33 18 276
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APPEhIDIX

TABTE 24"3

UNIVEBSITY EDUCÁ,TION of VISIBIE MII{ORITIES in CANADA
(Those hotding a degree)

Source: Canada Enpl-oynent and Imnigration' 1986

TABTE 24.4

YEARS of SCHOJ,ARITY of IMMIGRANTS to ÞIAI{ITOBA (1980 - 1989)
with TEACHING as INTENDED OCCUPATION

TOTAL POPULATION

MALES
9. 9%

FEMALES
6,2%

Fi I ipinos

Indo-Pakistan

Chinese

Blacks

qo qq

28.0%

20,9%

11.0%

34.6%

t7,r%

7r,6%

5.0%

Kindergarten &

Elenentary
Teachers

Secondary
Teachers TOTAL

Educational Qualif ications
Secondary or .less
Trade Certif icate/Diplona
Non-university Cert,/Diplona
Sone university, no degree
Bachelors Degree
Sone Post-Graduate
Masters Degree
Doctorate

Years of Schooling
7 Lo 9 Years

10 to 12 Years
13 to 14 Years
15 t,o 16 Years
More than 16 Years

I
14
T2
13
t7

2

1

2

1

13
2t
25
10

2
.l

2

I
21

7

3

J

6
20
18

11
17
14
22
38
I
4
2

1

16
2T
45
28
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APPENDIX 3Á. 1. ( 1)

QUESTTONNAIRE

6Ám66m @€W6e@PNtrNT @F |NM|@RAN"r tr6A@H6ßS
AN M]ANAV@tsA

@aEsrd@NNA0m6

Þ.{ame: Sex: M_F

Address:
(clty) (postal code)

Phone:

1. IMMTGRÅTION TATA

f .1 Date of ¡mm¡grat¡oni Age at entry

Since leaving (country of origin), have you resided in another country?
Give particulars and dates:

1.2 lmmigration Classification: (please check appropriale categoryl
a.Famlly Class ( )
b.Assisted Relative ( )
c.lndepndent ( )

d.Refugee or Designated Class ( I

e.Other

1.3 When you came to Cenada, were you tho princ¡pâl applicant to immigrate ?
yes- no . lf ltlo, what was the occupation of the principal
applicanUsponsor?

1.4 Dependents:
Number of Children presently:-

Ages (in years):-

Other Dependentst-

2. PHILIPPINF FDUEAT¡OÎ{/TRAINING

2.1 Years of Educalion Completed in the Philippines:
a.Primary School
b.Secondary School
c.College/Universily
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APPENDTX 3A" 1. (2)

QUESTIONNAIRB

2. Degree/Didoma @tained ln tho Phílippúnes:.

Degree lnslllution

2.3 Teaching Oertifcation Obtained;
Cortificate type

WORK_€XPHRIHNçE Iþ{ THF PHITIPPINç*

Ust ell teaching posilions:

Major/Mlnor Year

Year

3.

3.1

1

,

3
Levol/Subjact Localion Dales

4 çA}{,AHAU_€ÞIJçATIQN-.ANTL_}ilEBK FXPFEIE.NÇÆ

4.f Do you currsntly hoH a Manitoba teaching c€rt¡f¡cats?

yes- nQ-
4.2 Ganadian psl-secmdary education: i.lave you boen required to take any a&it¡onal

eours€s on 
-arrival in Oanada ln ordor lo obta¡n s teaching cort¡f¡cals? lf so,

please list lhem.

Course/Degroe lnsl¡tut¡on Dates

(Use the M& af this4.3 What teachirç-related ps¡tions have you held in Maniloba?
pge if you need moiE spacÊ/

Localion
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APPENDTX 3A"L (3)

QIJESTIONNAIRE

4.A The procoss of resuming a cereer in a new country.ls often a difficult ons that

may or may not ba facilitatsd by lha ¡nstitutions of the host country' Listed

below ere some of tho obslacles thet other people have ldentif¡ec, in lhe¡r atlempts

io tsach ln othor parts of Canada. Plsaso ¡ftcticate below the extent to which you

feel any of these were ¡mportent barriers to you in pursuing your career in

Manltoba.

(Please che& a Mx for each ilem.)

1. Failure to recoçnize oversees
credentials

2. Failurs to rsco€n¡ze oversoes
(non-Canadian) t€achirç oxperienca

3. Ro-corl¡f¡cat¡on in subjecl area/
Canadian conlenl

4. Re-cerlificalion in teaching methody
studenl teachinç

5. Langth of time to obta¡n
accraditalion/ csrt¡l¡cat¡on

6. Necassary ceñifrcation courses (eg.

Canadian content) not ava¡lable/
accessble

7. Lack of supporls (eg. finance, day care)
while cfoing required re'certif¡cat¡on
courses 

o

MÂ'OR MINOR NOT AN

æSTÂCLE æSTACI.E OBSTACLE

() ()

8. A reluctañca of Manitoban ætuool ( ) ( )

adm¡n¡strators lo hire non-Ganadian

()

leachÞrs

9. Ofhor: This list is most tikeþ lncompleto. ( P/eas a add any other obstactes you

hevø facød in ptrsuirtg your tsaching ær88Í in Manitoba.)

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

() ()

() ()

() ()

THANK YOU.
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APPENDIX 3Á,.2

CODB

---. !; ;.':::il :!F ì.1!;;.-J¡tir5¡l:: irlF..ñ!-:ð

!--j ^-.ti ..¡,,-.!¡di¡r/

-il.ilEfi l,i'l:::l'-Eìì ði
!r¡cc'+! * :'-: ^¡:¡i -,¡
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:-:--::------
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;f ilrLlLõr !L-!ué!.J,i rr

Ëú!-fÉêr¡v ¡ , .¡¡:¡Ùè- õ!--- -or¡J
r :__ _:^-.-j !5 ¡-;tc-,,ç

i-... 1-¡:.;i ¡ i:i

3-¡ur se

4-¡achi¡e riêraiûÍ
5-arch:tect
5-unÍversliT ¡rcf
7-Ea:'oent ucri:er

F¿si-spio¡Carv Year oi lst Ye¿r cf ?nC

(iC years+) ed.UCi.S"-Stel. !qiy,.-glgÉ.

lv4¡. ì q¡._;

^L-l - .r -
--;;¿' dl, !srtõ:¡i

r--i-.* ¡Fri:-ìe

3-lr:;ir:,'rsia:l;

--..--:::-- l.-.-.:li¡r
:i:::::¿:::: lE3!å3¿3¿3!

.¡ ^.-.,----
q.,-j-È::.r- 

:---'.;-.

:...^,;:--:
::l-a:-::
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::::a::¡
E:;serie:';ce
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APPEI{DIX 34.3

PHONE CAIL

Backqround ¡rPreamble¡e When Telephoninq Potential Interviewees

The purpose of this "prearnbleil is 1. to ref resh .in the minds

of the subjects the study itself by focussing on their

participation to date; 2. to thank Lhem for past input and to

encourage f urther contact; 3. to set a I'mind f ramerr f or the type

of information I am interested in; and 4 " to request and set up

an audiotaped one hour intervier¿. This phone call vill be

conversational in nature but wiIl include the following dialogue.

Interviewer: ...He1Io, this is l'faureen EIliott. Irm the person
doing the study on immigrant teachers in Manitoba ( for which you
completed the questionnaire in (nonth in which Q.
returned))....-Iwanttothankyouf'ortakingthetimeto
complete the questionnaire and for sending it bake to ne - I
reaIIy appreciate your inpuÈ... (wait for any response).

ira-tife to interviev a nunber of the teachers who responded
to the questionnaire and if possible to talk in a little nore
depth about what has happened to you in your Teaching Career here
in Manitoba (frorn the time you came over to now) (the experiences
you've had in resuming your teaching career here- v¡hat factors
iray have influenced your ãecisions... ) (answer any questions) '

Would you be frãe to meet vith me for about an hour in the
near future? (Arrange a time and place convenient to both
parties.) So that I can retain all aspects of oYr discussion,
'øould Lhere be any problem if I use a tape recorder?? (Everything
wiII remain confiãeñtial/anonynous of course and I can return the
tape to you after if You 1ike...)

Thanksverymucht!I'l1seeyouonat-(confirm
arrangenenfs ) .
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APPENDIX 3A.4

INTBRVIEW QTJESTIOI{S

I Motivations/Employnent Expectations

A. Can we first talk about why you decided to leave the
Philippines for Canada and what kind of enployment you
expected upon arrival?

Probes: What led you to believe that?
Who told you that?

II Process of Resuming Teaching Career in Manitoba

a. What actually happened when you got here?
A.) Accreditation/Certification

0. What did you do to have your credentials assess in this
province?

Probes: What were you told?

B. ) Enploynent History

1. Initial Job Search

A. What job(s) did you apply for?

Probes: What happened?
Interviews?
Offers?
Was it the position you r+anted? (Location, % of
tine, permanent/tenporarY'
paraprofessional/regular/subject area)

2. Changes in Enploynent

A. f{hy did you move,/Ieave your previous position?

Probes: What happened?
Subsequent interviews?
Offers?
Was it the position you wanted? ( " rr rt 

)

III Effects of being am Overseas-trained Filipino Teacher in Ma¡itoba.

Q.1 How has the fact that you are a Filipino teacher and that you
were trained outside this country affected your teaching
career in Manitoba?

8.2 Have these sane factors (being Filipino & being foreign-
trained) been at any time seen as an advantage in
your career developnent here?

Guidelines for probes: Why do you say that?
Why do you think this is?
How do you feel about this?
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APPENDIX 4A"1

Winnipeg School Division Nunber One
Affirøative Action For Woøen in Adøinistration

(a) collecting data on the gender of all personnel enployed by
the division, those applying for, interviewed for, and
appointed to adninistrative positions;

(b) ensuring that vacancies for educational adninistrative
posrtions are advertised throughout the Division;

(c) stating that such advertisements include preferred
qual-if ications and experience ;

(d) using an assessÞent forwaú to evaluate candidates for
the purpose of short-listing and interviewing;

(e) if a fenale and nale are deemed of equal øeriú the fenale
candidate will be appointed;

(f) unsuccessful candidates are entitled to counsel by a
superintendent using the assessment format completed by the
sel-ection comnittee.

This nodel does not exp-l-icitly identify,/recruit female candiddates
nor does it identify/ínclude eny other designated group (visible
ninorities, nativesr ot disabled people). However, it does include
complete job description and job qualifications, obiective guidelines that
reinforce objectiveness and accountabil-ity. Unfortunately, it is
presentJ-y limited to enployment equity for fenal-e candidates interested in
administrative positions in one Manitoba school division.
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APPEÌ{DIX 4A"2

Transcona Springfield Divisional (Hiring) Policv (1982)

The teaø approacå followed these steps:

(a) School Principal prepares Short-List (It is expected that both
nen and women will be interviewed for any position);

(b) A team of school and central office personnel assemble for
interview;

(c) Candidat,es are interviewed using an intetview kit (with
pertinent inforwation, interview s-lips) .

(d) Each panel menber records inpressions on the interview forms
and ttre principal conpiles aII the infornation on each
candidate.

(e) An attenpt is made to reach a consensus on the first and second
choice candidates.

(f) A review of references is nade of chosen candidate(s) and if
the superintendentts representative was not present at the
initial interview' a second one will be arran$ed.

(C) Superintendent receives infornation re: nunber interviewed'
who on interview team, etc. and nakes the final connitnent to
hire.
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APPENDIX 44.3

Seven Oaks School Division No. L0

As indicated in this recent (Manitoba Teacher's Society: i.989221- -

interview with the division Superintendent interested in the

principles of equality of enployment:

There is no fornal progran nor policy on Affirmative
Action in Seven Oaks School Division No. 10. However' the
Affirnat,ive Action discussion is alive on several fronts
wonen in adninistration; under-represented visible ninorities
in teachinq; nales in elenentary schools; and fenales in high
schiols In the future, I can see Seven Oaks continuing
to pay particular attention to the statistics of under-
reprèsented groups in adninistration and teaching - this nay
leês and less be an issue of gender, rather an issue of ethnic
minority. As a Superintendent, I always have the goaJ- in
mind that in &n ideal worLd all groups will be equally
represented. The ideal world is conplicated by natters like
the definition of the ideal or avail-abJe pool of qualified
teachers. I am prepared to encourage and support ways of
enlarging and creating that pool, be it through workshops'
collaborative teacher-school ventures, financial support'
and/or policy.

(John Wiens, Superintendent Seven Oaks S.D. No.10)
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